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Abstract
The time projection chamber (TPC) was originally proposed to permit full reconstruction of
events of up to 20 particles at an electron–positron collider. It was intended to provide 3D
information for tracking and momentum measurement together with particle identification by
multiple ionization sampling, in a compact detector. This powerful combination soon found
applications in other fields: at one extreme, for studies of rare events of simple structure; at the
other, for heavy ion collisions, handling ever higher particle densities, finally up to several
thousand tracks in a single event, still providing information on a track-to-track basis.
Basic physics, performance and limitations of drift chambers in general will be discussed
first. Then the characteristics of TPCs will be introduced, as well as their practical realization
and performance. The development from the first TPC, 30 years ago, to the present day will be
covered and followed by a few final comments on the ongoing studies for future applications.
This article was invited by G Barbiellini.
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In 1968, when bubble chambers and spark chambers
dominated the field of tracking detectors in high energy
physics, multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) [1] and
almost simultaneously drift chambers (DCs) [2, 3] were
introduced, with the principal aim of increasing data taking
rates. The rapid progress in semiconductor electronics, which
had started only a decade before with slow devices, made
possible the fast read-out of hundreds and soon thousands
of signal channels at affordable cost. This was an essential
ingredient to an extremely rapid development of both detector
technologies: many different layouts were used and size
and complexity of the designs grew constantly. In 1972
already, a MWPC system containing 50 000 wires was under
construction. Only 3 years later, the TPC was proposed

1. Introduction
The time projection chamber (TPC) is the only electronically
read gaseous detector delivering direct three-dimensional
track information: for each point on the track, x-, y- and
z-coordinates are measured simultaneously. This is of
particular importance for pattern recognition in highmultiplicity events. The combination of powerful tracking
with particle identification (PID) capacity over a wide
momentum range, based on multiple measurements of
ionization loss, is the trademark of the TPC. The timely
appearance on the market of an affordable multi-sample
analogue memory, the charge coupled device (CCD), was an
essential ingredient. The major limitation is high event rate.
0034-4885/10/116201+36$90.00
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ionizing particle with γ ∼ 3.5 (the minimum of ionization is
rather broad).
Cyclotron frequency ω = eB/m ∼
= 1.76 × 1011 s−1 for
electrons in a magnetic field B = 1 T.

by David Nygren [4], a DC providing simultaneously nonprojective track recognition, momentum measurement and PID
in a compact device.
The basic idea for a detector to be installed around the
interaction point of an electron–positron collider was to take
a long gas-filled cylinder, with a thin HV electrode in the
centre, negatively charged with respect to the MWPCs used
for read-out at both ends. The electrons produced along the
path of a charged particle traversing the cylinder are drifting to
the MWPC and pass through a grid into the multiplication
region. They form avalanches near the anode wires. The
cathode underneath the wires is segmented into pads and the
pulses induced by the avalanches are registered in addition to
those from the anode wires. The anode wires are arranged
azimuthally around the cylinder axis and their signals provide
the radial coordinate. The pads provide the hit coordinate
along the wires above them. The third coordinate is obtained
from the arrival time of the signals.
Care is taken to produce a homogeneous electric field
E along the axis of the cylinder and to align this parallel to
the magnetic field B of the solenoid surrounding the TPC,
in order to provide an undeformed projection of the original
ionization track onto the MPWC plane. A strong magnetic field
is necessary for the momentum measurement but is in many
cases also useful to improve the point measuring precision due
to reduced transverse diffusion. PID is obtained by taking
many samples of the track ionization (dE/dx), from the pulse
height measurements on the wires or pads.
The first TPC, as part of the PEP4 experiment at SLAC,
started taking data in 1983. Rather rapidly, other TPCs
were constructed and many followed since, in collider and
fixed-target experiments with increasing particle multiplicities.
The dimensions grew for some of them significantly, the
number of read-out channels even more, encouraged by the fast
developments in electronics. This enabled track reconstruction
of events with extremely high particle multiplicities, taking
full advantage of the unique pattern recognition capabilities.
In parallel, the TPC technique found applications in searches
for rare and exotic processes with low multiplicities.
We shall start with a discussion of properties applying to
DCs in general and then describe particular properties and the
performance of TPCs.
The TPC developments until 1992 can be found in a
detailed review [5], recent short overviews in [6].
The following terms and numbers will appear
repeatedly:
STP = standard temperature and pressure: 0 ◦ C and 1 atm (this
is the most commonly used definition of STP, although the new
convention of IUPAC demands 1 bar = 1 atm/1.013 25).
Avogadro constant NA = 6.022 × 1023 molecules per mole.
N∼
= 2.68 × 1019 mol cm−3 = number of molecules per cm3
for an ideal gas at STP; densities of most detector gases at STP
are very close to the ideal gas density (e.g. Ar, Ne, CH4 , CO2 ).
Thermal energy = 3kT /2 ∼
= 0.0353 eV at STP.
1 Townsend = 1 Td = 10−17 V cm2 ∼
= 269 V−1 cm−1 atm−1
◦
−1
−1
◦
at 0 C and 251 V cm atm at 20 C (NTP).
Relative speed of a particle β = v/c0 , where c0 is the speed
of light in vacuum; γ = (1 − β 2 )−1/2 . A mip = minimum

2. General properties of DCs
A detailed discussion of all aspects of DCs is presented in [7].
We shall repeatedly refer to this book. A recent account of
signal processing also applying to gaseous detectors may be
found in [8]. An early overview of wire chamber properties is
given in [26].
Powerful simulation programs have been developed and
agreement with experimental results has become impressive.
The program Heed [9] calculates primary ionization produced
by fast particles in gases, Garfield [10] electric fields, electron
and ion trajectories and induced signals and Magboltz [11]
electron transport properties such as drift velocities and
diffusion. These programs are of great help in the planning
and optimization of detector setups and operation parameters
and for the interpretation of the results.
2.1. Gas ionization by charged particles
2.1.1. Primary clusters. A charged particle crossing the
detector loses energy by excitation and ionization of the
detector gas, in similar amounts. The ionizing collisions
occur randomly, their number k in a segment s along the track
following Poisson statistics
P (k) = ((s/λ)k /k!) exp(−s/λ),

(2.1)

where λ = 1/(Ne σI ) is the mean distance between clusters,
Ne the electron density of the gas and σI the ionization crosssection per electron. The probability to find no cluster in s is
P (0) = exp(−s/λ), the probability to find no cluster in s but
one in δs is (δs/λ) exp(−s/λ), i.e. short distances are favoured.
Most ionizing collisions (about 66% in Argon) produce
only a single-electron/ion pair. In the other collisions, however,
the primary electron receives enough kinetic energy to liberate
one or more secondary electrons on other molecules. As
the kinetic energies involved are small in most cases, the
secondary electrons usually stay close to the first electron/ion
pair, forming a ‘cluster’. In rare collisions, electrons are
ejected with high energy, so-called ‘δ-electrons’, which leave
a detectable ionization trail off the particle trajectory. The
average number per centimetre of energetic electrons with
energy E > E0 is approximately inversely proportional to E0 :
P (E > E0 ) ∼ y/(β 2 E0 ) cm−1 ,

(2.2)

with E in keV and y = 0.114 for Ar and y = 0.064 for
Ne [12], β = v/c. This gives P = 0.011 cm−1 for β = 1
and E0 = 10 keV in Ar, i.e. one collision with E > 10 keV in
90 cm on average. The practical range Rp of a 10 keV electron
is about 1.4 mm. As Rp is roughly proportional to E 1.65 in the
energy range 1–40 keV, the range for a 1 keV electron is only
about 30 µm.
2
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Figure 1. Measurements of cluster size distributions. Full line: eye fit, dashed line: model prediction. (Reprinted with permission from [14].
Copyright 1991, Elsevier.)

The large difference between the mean and the most probable
value is caused by the long tail of the cluster distribution. In
fact, the largest kinetic energy which can be transmitted to
an electron by a heavy particle of mass M and momentum
γβcM is
Tmax = 2me c2 β 2 γ 2 /B;
(2.3)

Table 1. Measured [14] and theoretical [13] cluster size
distributions.
Cluster
size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meas. Ar
66 15 6.4 3.5 2.3 1.6 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.5
Meas. CH4 79 12 3.4 1.6 1
0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2
Theor. Ar 80 7.7 2
1.3 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9

with B = 1 + (2γ me /M) + (me /M)2 → 1 for 2γ me /M  1.
It follows that a 1 GeV proton can transmit a maximum
of about 1 MeV to an electron, but with a probability of only
about 10−5 cm−1 in Ar.
Both the Poisson distribution of the clusters along the
particle track and the cluster size distribution influence
the spatial resolution in a DC, whether it is determined by
the arrival time of the first n electrons or by centre-ofgravity calculation from induced pulses. In addition, energetic
δ-electrons can produce signals significantly off the track.

Although most of the ‘clusters’ contain only one electron,
clusters with more electrons contribute significantly to the
mean total number nT of electrons per centimetre: one finds
nT  np = 1/λ, the mean number of clusters per centimetre.
For many years there existed only one detailed study providing
theoretical estimates for the cluster size distribution [13].
Finally, experimental values have been obtained for cluster
sizes up to 18 electrons in Ar, CH4 and a few other gases, see
figure 1 [14]. Table 1 presents some of the experimental and
theoretical results.
In Ar one finds on average some 25 clusters cm−1 with a
total nT of about 100 electrons cm−1 . The most probable value
for the total number of electrons is nmp = 42 electrons cm−1 .

2.1.2. Total ionization—dE/dx. Over a wide energy range,
elementary particles heavier than electrons lose energy
predominantly by atomic excitation and ionization, whilst
3
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Table 2. Properties of gases at 20 ◦ C, 1 atm. np , nT : mean primary
and total number of electron–ion pairs per centimetre; w: average
energy dissipated per ion pair; EI , Ex : lowest ionization and
excitation energies [15, p 292].
Gas

np

nT

w
(eV)

EI
(eV)

Ex
(eV)

ρ
(mg cm−3 )

He
Ne
Ar
Xe
CH4
C2 H6
i-butane
CO2
CF4

4.8
13
25
41
37
48
90
35
63

7.8
50
100
312
54
112
220
100
120

45
30
26
22
30
26
26
34
54

24.5
21.6
15.7
12.1
12.6
11.5
10.6
13.8
16.0

19.8
16.7
11.6
8.4
8.8
8.2
6.5
7.0
10.0

0.166
0.84
1.66
5.50
0.67
1.26
2.49
1.84
3.78

for electrons bremsstrahlung becomes dominant already at
relatively low energies. The mean energy loss for heavy
particles of charge z in detectors is well described by the
modified Bethe–Bloch equation [15, p 268]:
Figure 2. Relativistic rise of ionization I , normalized to the
minimum I0 , as a function of p/mc = βγ . The curve is from
simulation [18], the crosses are measurements. (Reprinted with
permission from [18]. Copyright 1984, Elsevier.)

dE/dx = Kz2 (Z/A)(1/β 2 )[0.5 ln(2me c2 β 2 γ 2 Tmax /I 2 )
− β 2 − δ/2],

(2.4)

NA = Avogadro constant, me , re
where K =
are the mass and classical radius of the electron and I is the
mean excitation energy of the atom.
The energy loss is a function only of the particle velocity β,
except for a minor dependence on the particle mass through the
maximum energy transfer Tmax . A minimum ionizing particle
(mip) has βγ = 3–4 and a minimum energy loss per centimetre
of 1–2 MeV g−1 cm2 for all materials, except for hydrogen
with 4 MeV g−1 cm2 loss. The minimum is followed at higher
energies by a logarithmic rise which tends to level off faster
for denser materials as described by the density correction δ
(being a function of βγ ).
The translation into ionization is obtained by introducing
w, the mean energy lost to produce an electron/ion pair:
w = dE/dx/nT .
It turns out that w is rather independent of particle energy,
except for the lowest energies (<100 eV for electrons, <10–
30 keV for protons and below some MeV for α-particles) [16].
In rare gases (except possibly for He) the values are also very
close for different particles, from electrons to α-particles; for
some organic vapours they are up to 15% higher for α-particles.
For rare gases one finds w = (1.4–1.8) EI and for common
molecular gases w = (2.1–2.5) EI , see table 2. The difference
to the ionization energy EI is the result of losses due to
excitation and to slow electrons with kinetic energies below
the first excitation level.
In a gas mixture with one component A having an
excitation level higher than the ionization level of component
B, excited molecules of A often induce significant additional
ionization of B molecules, as observed, e.g., in He and Ne even
with minute impurities: the addition of 0.13% Ar to He changed
w from 41.3 to 29.7 eV per ion pair. This energy transfer is
called the Jesse effect or Penning effect, when metastable states
are involved.
The Bethe–Bloch equation describes the totality of losses,
including those of δ-electrons with energies up to the maximum
4π NA re 2me c02 ,

possible energy Tmax . These electrons may leave the sensitive
zone of a detector element. As one is interested in the
ionization near to the particle trajectory, it is sensible to replace
Tmax by a cut-off energy Tcut . This leads to the formula for the
mean restricted energy loss for Tcut  Tmax [15, p 270].
dE/dxrestricted  = Kz2 (Z/A)(1/β 2 )
× [0.5 ln(2me c2 β 2 γ 2 Tcut /I 2 ) − β 2 /2 − δ/2].

(2.5)

The cut-off obviously depends on the read-out technique
and could lie around 10–50 keV outside a magnetic field and
higher inside. Assuming w is independent of the particle
energy for a given gas, the ionization measured in the detector
should follow the restricted energy loss. That means, that for a
sample of length L along the particle trajectory, the mean total
number of electrons deposited is
n(L) = LdE/dxrestricted /w = nT L.

(2.6)

Figure 2 shows a measured relativistic rise and the plateau
[17] in Ar/CH4 (90/10) compared with simulation [18] and
figure 3 the density effect for various gas pressures [19]. The
lowering of the Fermi-plateau for higher pressure is significant.
The distribution of n(L) for small samples L is very broad,
with a long tail towards the high energies, caused by energetic
δ-rays, see figure 4. The mean and variance of this distribution
are, therefore, ill-defined and it is better to characterize the
pulse height distribution of the sample by its most probable
number of electrons per centimetre, nmp , and its full-widthhalf-mean, FWHM. To obtain a reasonable accuracy on nmp for
PID by dE/dx, many samples are required, see section 3.3.2.
Table 2 shows experimental values for some of the
common detector gases for a minimum ionizing particle (mip).
Results from different measurements vary up to a few per
cent for nT , w and in particular for np , as cluster separation
is experimentally difficult.
4
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as definition of Neff with
Neff = N 2

 


n2i .

(2.10)

Neff is always m. Take as an extreme case m = 2 clusters
with n2  n1 . Then Neff is close to 1, as the effect of the small
cluster is negligible. For the cluster distribution calculated
by [13], approximately Neff = m0.54 has been obtained [7].
The values of Neff are thus very small for situations
with well separated clusters. This changes when clusters
start mixing through diffusion. In the limit of very large
diffusion, Neff will approach the total number N of electrons.
This declustering through diffusion has been observed [20]
and simulated [7]. For a mean distance between clusters of
1/m = 0.37 mm, the cluster distribution of [13] and a sample
length of 4 mm, the simulation indicates Neff = 0.3 times m
without diffusion, equal to m for rms diffusion of 1.6 mm and
twice m for diffusion of 4 mm.
A similar effect is caused by the fluctuations in the gas
amplification and in practice these two effects are combined.
The combined action on the spatial resolution from centroid
determination in the TPC has been analysed in detail and
compared with measurements [21].

Figure 3. Density dependence of the relativistic rise in Ar/CH4
(90/10). (Reprinted with permission from [19]. Copyright 1979,
Elsevier.)

2.2. Transport of electrons and ions
In this section, only the main results can be presented, often
without derivation. A detailed account of DC properties is
given in [7], to which we shall refer at several occasions.
Without external fields, electrons and ions will be in
thermal equilibrium and their movement will be described by
a mean instantaneous velocity v given by (m/2)v 2 = (3/2)kT
and an isotropic diffusion coefficient D. When an electric field
E is applied, electrons and ions will acquire drift velocities u
antiparallel, respectively, parallel to E, with u much smaller
than v. In the presence of an additional magnetic field, the drift
directions will be determined by both E and B. Diffusion will
no more be isotropic but will show a coefficient for longitudinal
diffusion DL , along E, which may be quite different from
DT , describing diffusion at right angles to E. The big mass
difference between electrons and ions results in very different
behaviour.
In the following sections, a simple model will bring out the
main characteristics and explain qualitatively the results from
measurements. This model is based on the approximation of a
single instantaneous velocity v and a single effective crosssection σ (v) describing the elastic and inelastic spectrum.
More rigorous treatments including the distribution of v
around its mean value achieve quantitative agreement with
measurement for many cases.

Figure 4. Measured pulse height distribution for a 2.3 cm sample in
Ar/CH4 at 1 atm: (a) 3 GeV/c protons, (b) 2 GeV/c electrons.
(Reprinted with permission from [19]. Copyright 1979, Elsevier.)

2.1.3. Effective number of electrons Neff . Due to the electron
clustering, for several quantities of interest to us, the number of
electrons relevant is the number Neff of independently acting
electrons and not the total number. We follow some of the
arguments of [7].
Take the simple case of a track segment L and determine
the precision of the centre of gravity of the charge deposition,
assuming m pointlike clusters with ni electrons are deposited
at xi . The centre of gravity is



(xi ni )/
ni =
(xi ni )/N.
(2.7)
Xcg =
The sum goes from 1 to m, N is the total number of electrons in
L. Let x = 0 be the centre of L. The probability distribution
for each xi is
F (xi ) dxi = (1/L) dxi .
(2.8)

2.2.1. Drift velocities.
Drift of electrons. When moving in a gas, electrons—
because of their light mass—scatter isotropically and forget
any preferential direction after each collision with an atom. If
an electric field E is present in the drift volume, an electron will
be accelerated between collisions and acquire a drift velocity u,

For every fixed ni the average is xcg  = 0 and


  
2
xcg
N 2 = (L2 /12)
N2
=
xi2 n2i
n2i
= (L2 /12)/Neff ,

(2.9)
5
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Figure 5. Electron collision cross-sections used in Magboltz [11]. (Reprinted with permission from [23]. Copyright 1989, Elsevier.)

which is equal to the acceleration times the average time τ
since the last collision, τ being also the mean time between
collisions:
u = eEτ/m.
(2.11)

gases as CO2 with ε close to (3/2)kT. One then obtains

(2.15)
u2 = (eE/mN σ ) ( /2)

The mobility µ, defined by u = µE, is not constant, as τ
depends on E.
In the next collision, the electron will lose a fraction of
the energy εE picked up between collisions and over a distance
x there will be a balance between the energy lost and the energy
gained:
(2.12)
(x/u)(1/τ ) εE = eEx,

for ε ∼ εE  (3/2)kT .
(2.16)

and


v 2 = (eE/mN σ ) (2/ )

A more rigorous theory assuming a Druyvesteyn distribution
for the random velocities v adds a multiplication factor of about
0.85 to the right sides [7]. To achieve accuracies of a per cent
or better, it is necessary to go one step further and to apply a
multiterm (n  4) spherical harmonic expansion treatment of
the Boltzmann equation [22] or use Monte Carlo, as done in
the present Magboltz 2 [11].
As can be seen, E and N only appear as E/N , the reduced
electric field. A special unit, the Townsend (Td), is often used
for E/N : 1 Td = 10−17 V cm2 .
Both σ and depend on ε. For energies ε below the first
excitation level, the scattering is elastic and
∼ 2m/M ∼
10−4 for molecules of mass M. Low σ and large are required
for high drift speeds. An example of a low σ is the so-called
‘Ramsauer dip’ in the cross-section σ observed in heavy rare
gases and in CH4 , see figure 5 [23], which leads to high drift
velocities in Ar–CH4 mixtures at low E-values. This was an
important reason for the choice of these gases in several TPCs.

as (x/u)(1/τ ) is the number of collisions over a distance x.
The mean time τ between collisions is related to the
collision cross-section σ per molecule, the number density N
of gas molecules and the mean instantaneous velocity v by
(1/τ ) = N σ v.

(2.13)

Including the thermal energy, the total energy ε of the
electron is given by
ε = εE + (3/2)kT = (m/2)v 2 .

(2.14)

In particle detectors, the approximation ε  (3/2)kT
for drifting electrons is fulfilled for many gases; these gases—
such as Ar and CH4 —are called ‘hot’ gases in contrast to ‘cold’
6
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Figure 6. Characteristic electron energy εk derived from
measurements of diffusion and drift velocity, as a function of
reduced electric field E/N for a ‘hot’ and a ‘cold’ gas, Ar and CO2 ,
respectively [7, 25(a)]. 10−17 V cm2 = 251 V cm−1 atm−1 at 20 ◦ C.
(Reprinted with permission from [7]. Copyright 2008, Springer
Science + Business Media.)

Figure 8. Computed drift velocities of electrons in a few gases.
(Reprinted with permission from [15]. Copyright 2008, The
Regents of the University of California.)

Drift of ions. A detailed account of mobility and diffusion of
ions in gases is given in [27]. Because of their heavy mass mi ,
ions lose a significant fraction of their energy in a collision
with a gas molecule M (on average = 2mi M/(mi + M)2 ),
so that their random energy will stay close to thermal energy
and the momentum will only be partially randomized. As a
result, diffusion will be much smaller than for electrons and
the mobility will stay constant up to high fields E.
For particle detectors, the low E-field approximation is
valid, except in the regions of high gas amplification. The
random velocity is taken as thermal, i.e. the relative velocity
vrel between the ion and the gas molecules of masses mi and
M, respectively, is assumed to be

Figure 7. The fraction of energy lost per collision as a function of
mean energy ε of the electron [24].

For gas mixtures with number densities ni (N =
the effective σ and are given by
σ =
and
σ =





ni σi /N

ni

i σi /N.



ni ),

2
2
2
−1
= vion
+ vgas
= 3kT (m−1
vrel
i + M ).

(2.19)

The average time between collisions is τ = 1/(N σ vrel ) and
an argumentation similar to the one followed for electrons [7]
leads to

(2.17)

(2.18)

−1 1/2
(3kT )−1/2 eE/(N σ ).
u = (m−1
i +M )

For some gases, σ and have been calculated from precise
measurements of drift velocity u (to 1%) and diffusion D/µ (to
3–5%), see, e.g., [24]. Figure 6 shows the characteristic energy
εk = (2/3) ε derived in another study [25] in the same way for
two extreme cases, ‘cold’ CO2 and a ‘hot’ Ar. In ‘cold’ gases
electrons lose energy to low vibrational and rotational levels,
which keeps ε low. Figure 7 presents calculated values for
as a function of ε [24].
Drift velocities for different gas mixtures show very
different values and dependence on the electric field. At low
fields, they in general rise with electric field. Then for many
gases they go through a more or less pronounced maximum
and minimum before rising again. Drift velocities are shown
in figure 8 for a few gases [15, 26]. For a large number of gas
mixtures, velocities calculated with Magboltz 2 version 7.1
can be found in [33].

(2.20)

At low E-fields, the drift velocities are proportional the E/N
and the mobilities are constant, as σ is practically constant in
the energy spectrum of the ions. A typical value is u ∼ 2 m s−1
for CH4 at E = 100 V cm−1 atm−1 , to be compared with a
thermal velocity around 650 m s−1 at STP.
For very high E-fields, the drift velocities are proportional
to the square root of E/N or of E/p, if temperature is kept
constant. Figure 9 shows measured values for E/p in noble
gases: both extremes are visible, with a transition for Ar
between 25 and 150 kV cm−1 atm−1 .
In gas mixtures it is expected that after a short distance
of the order of a centimetre only the species with the
lowest ionization energy is left over from the various ion
types produced originally, because the charge transfer crosssections are big and similar to other ion–molecule scattering
cross-sections [119]. Measurements in binary and ternary
7
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and
tgψ = uy /ux = −ωτ.

(2.27)

From a measurement of this Lorentz angle ψ, τ can be
obtained. As ψ leads to an increased spread of arrival times and
sometimes also increases the lateral spread, a small ωτ would
help, but momentum resolution usually requires a strong B.
The absolute value of u is
|u| = (e/m)τ |E |(1 + ω2 τ 2 )−1/2 = (e/m)τ |E | cos ψ. (2.28)
The component of E along u determines the drift velocity
(Tonks’ theorem), independent of the drift direction. This is
well verified by experiments.
E nearly parallel to B. This is the case in the TPC. Assuming
E along z and the components |Bx | and |By |  |Bz |, one finds
in first order
Figure 9. Drift velocities of singly charged ions of noble gases.
(Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 1957, American
Physical Society.)

mixtures support this assumption, showing a simple relation
(Blanc’s law) for the ion mobility µ:

1/µ =
pk /µk ,
(2.21)

uy /uz = (ωτ Bx /Bz + ω2 τ 2 By /Bz ) /(1 + ω2 τ 2 ).

(2.30)

2.2.2. Diffusion. For a long time, diffusion in gases without
magnetic fields has been assumed to be isotropic. In 1967,
however, it was found experimentally [29] that the longitudinal
diffusion DL for electrons along E can be significantly different
from the transversal diffusion DT . Subsequently it has been
established that this is usually the case for electrons [33].
To achieve high precision in calculations of diffusion
coefficients, the use of Monte Carlo techniques [11] or a
multiterm expansion treatment of the Boltzmann equation [22]
is even more important than for calculations of drift velocities.
Errors introduced by a 2-term treatment were found to be
around 5% for electron diffusion in nitrogen.

Magnetic field effects. Langevin has derived a relation
providing a good approximation for many practical cases:
u = (e/m)τ |E |(1/(1 + ω2 τ 2 )){E ∗ + ωτ [E ∗ × B ∗ ]

(2.22)

where m, e and u are the particle’s mass, charge and velocity
vector; E and B are the electric and magnetic field vectors
(E ∗ and B ∗ are unit vectors); ω = (e/m)|B | and carries the
sign of e; τ is the mean time between collisions.
For ions, ωτ ∼ 10−4 . Therefore, magnetic fields have
negligible effect on ion drift.
For electrons, u is along E , if B = 0, with
u = (e/m)τ E ,

(2.29)

In a TPC this will produce a displacement after a drift
length L of δx = Lux /uz and δy = Luy /uz . As example, let
us assume Bx = 0 and ωτ  1. Then uy /uz ∼ By /Bz . A
good alignment of the E and B axes is therefore important to
keep necessary corrections low. From measurements with both
B-field polarities and different field strengths, the remaining
Bx , By can be determined, as well as τ .
If Bx and By are small with respect to Bz , uz remains
unaffected by B.

where pk are the volume concentrations of the components
and µk the mobilities in the component k [25]. This relation
is expected, if the type of drifting ions does not change.
In an argon–isobutane–methylal mixture the charge
exchange from isobutane to methylal becomes inefficient only
for concentrations of methylal below about 3%.

+ ω2 τ 2 (E ∗ · B ∗ )B ∗ },

ux /uz = (−ωτ By /Bz + ω2 τ 2 Bx /Bz ) /(1 + ω2 τ 2 ),

Isotropic diffusion. The simpler case of isotropic diffusion
shall be treated first. It describes well the behaviour of ions,
except for very large electric fields E, and is a reasonable
approximation for electrons in some cases.
Due to the random collisions with the gas molecules, a
pointlike cloud of electrons or ions starting at t = 0 to drift in
the z-direction due to E will at time t show a Gaussian density
distribution

(2.23)

the same relation which was derived in section 2.2.1.1.
For large ωτ , i.e. large B, u tends to be along B , but if
E · B = 0, large ωτ turns u in the direction of E × B.
In DCs, two cases are of particular interest.
E orthogonal to B. With E · B = 0 and choosing E =
(Ex , 0, 0) and B = (0, 0, Bz ), we get

N = (4π Dt)−3/2 exp(−r 2 /(4Dt)),

(2.31)

ux = (e/m)τ |E|/(1 + ω2 τ 2 ),

(2.24)

uy = −(e/m)τ ωτ |E|/(1 + ω2 τ 2 ),

(2.25)

with r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + (z − ut)2 , D being the diffusion coefficient.
In any direction from the cloud centre, the mean squared
deviation of the electrons is

uz = 0

(2.26)

σx = (2Dt)1/2 .
8
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Figure 10. Transverse (DT∗ ) and longitudinal (DL∗ ) diffusion constants for electrons, the rms spread after 1 cm drift. The dashed–dotted line
indicates the thermal limit [31].

D is usually determined from the variation of the lateral cloud
width as a function of z = tu
σx2

= 2Dz/u.

The minimum diffusion width is thus
2
= (kT /e)(2L/E).
σx,min

As can be seen in figure 10, this minimum is approached
for electrons in ‘cold gases’ such as Ar/CO2 up to E ∼
100 V cm−1 at 1 atm, for ‘hot gases’ such as Ar/CH4 only
for much lower fields. Ions follow this thermal limit always,
except in very high fields.

Related to the diffusion coefficient D is the diffusion constant
D*, with
D ∗2 = 2D/u,
(2.34)
leading to

σx = D ∗ z1/2 .

(2.35)

Anisotropic diffusion. For anisotropic diffusion in an electric
field E along z, the transversal diffusion coefficient DT is
defined by
(2.42)
σx2 = 2DT t = 2DT L/uz

∗

The diffusion constant D is the diffusion spread for a single
electron after 1 cm
√ drift. For a drift length L cm the spread
will be σx = D ∗ L.
In terms of the microscopic picture, D is given by
D = λ /(3τ ) = vλ/3 = v τ/3 = (2/3)(ε/m)τ,
2

2

and the longitudinal diffusion coefficient DL along E is by

(2.36)

3
σt2 = u−2 σz2 = 2DL u−2
z t = 2DL L/uz .

with λ being the mean free path, λ = vτ and ε the mean energy.
As u = (eE/m)τ = µE, with u = drift velocity and µ =
mobility,
ε = (3/2)(D/µ)e.
(2.37)

Magnetic field effects. A magnetic field B along z will curl
up electrons in the x–y projection between collisions. The
lateral diffusion will thus be reduced:

(2.38)

DT (B)/DT (0) = 1/(1 + ω2 τ 2 ).

The lateral diffusion width σx after a drift distance L can also
be expressed in terms of the mean energy ε:
σx2 = 2Dt = 2DL/(µE) = (4/3)εL/(eE).

(2.43)

Measurements of lateral diffusion, drift velocity and spread
of arrival times σt allow determination of both diffusion
coefficients. To obtain precise results, great care has to be
taken to measure single electrons with good efficiency [30].

The mean energy ε can be determined by a measurement
of D and u.
Instead of ε, one often finds the ‘characteristic energy’
εk = (2/3)ε = eD/µ.

(2.41)

(2.33)

(2.44)

This reduction is essential for most TPCs operating at
1 atm with their long drift distances. At higher pressure, the
shortening of τ reduces the gain.
A more rigorous treatment of averages [7] shows that at
high B the ratio is changed to

(2.39)

To obtain low diffusion and thus good spatial resolution in DCs,
a low electron energy and high electric fields are required. The
lower limit for ε is the thermal energy εth = (3/2)kT . In this
limit, the relationship known as Einstein or Nernst–Townsend
formula follows:
D/µ = kT /e.
(2.40)

DT (B)/DT (0) = 1/(C + ω2 τ22 )

with a different τ .

(2.45)

This behaviour was indeed verified [32] by measuring
D(B) over a wide range of B [24]. In an Ar/CH4 (91/9)
mixture the data could be fitted with τ = 40 ps, τ2 = 27 ps and
9
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the stabilizing action of another molecule. This process is
important in O2 for the attachment of electrons with energies
below 1 eV, forming an excited unstable state with a lifetime
τ of the order of 10−10 s. A stable ion will be formed only
if the excitation energy is carried away during τ by another
molecule. As the attachment rate depends on the product of
the concentrations of oxygen and of the stabilizing molecules,
it is proportional to the square of the gas pressure [7]:
R = τ ce c2 σ1 σ2 N (O2 )N (X).

(2.49)

Here ce is the electron velocity, c2 the relative thermal velocity
between O2 and X. An O2 contamination of 1 ppm in
an Ar/CH4 (80/20) mixture at 8.5 atm causes an electron
absorption of 3% m−1 at a drift speed of 6 cm µs−1 .
2.3. Signal formation
All TPCs operated in experiments have so far used MWPCs for
the read-out. Presently, for the first time, a TPC with a different
read-out is installed in an experiment at T2K (see section 3.6.2).
We shall, therefore, first discuss the MWPCs. The signal is
determined by induction from the moving charges, the gas
amplification near the anode wire and the response of the
electronics. The shaping times in the MWPC have to be
between 100 and 200 ns typically. This results in a noise
of at best some 300 but often >1000 electrons. In addition,
only a fraction of the total ionization is normally available
with this pulse shaping (see section 2.3.1) For this reason,
a gas amplification of >10 000 is usually required. This
amplification is obtained by avalanche multiplication of the
original electron in the high electric field of up to E ∼
200 kV cm−1 around the thin anode wire (diameter ∼ 20 µm)
at 1 atm.

Figure 11. Transverse and longitudinal diffusion constants for
electrons in Ar/CH4 (80/20), in µm/cm1/2 , as a function of electric
and magnetic fields. Drift velocity in µm ns−1 [33(b)].

C = 2.8. The low field behaviour is followed up to about 2 kG,
the high field behaviour is approached above about 3.5 kG.
The longitudinal diffusion remains unchanged : DL (B) =
DL (0).
Figures 10–12 show transverse and longitudinal diffusion
for a few DC gases. A database for many gas mixtures,
calculated with Magboltz 2, version 7.1, has been compiled
in [33]. It contains diffusion coefficients as a function of E
and B (for transverse diffusion only) and drift velocities as a
function of E. One example is shown in figure 11.

2.3.1. Signal induction. We shall consider the simple case of
a single anode wire on the axis of a cylindrical cathode tube.
This describes well the general situation in a MWPC, because
inside about 1 mm around the anode wires the field is radial
and almost all electrons are produced closer than 100 µm to
the wire [37].
Signals are always produced by induction from the moving
charges.
In any electrode configuration, the current IR induced on
the read-out electrode R is given by

2.2.3. Electron attachment. Drifting electrons may be
absorbed by electronegative components or impurities in
the gas mixture. Halogenides (e.g. CF4 ) and oxygen have
particularly strong electron affinities. Two-body and threebody attachment processes are distinguished [34].
In the two-body process, the molecule may or may not be
broken up:

or

e− + AX → AX −∗ → A(or A∗ ) + X − (or X −∗ )

(2.46)

e− + AX → AX −∗ → AX − + energy.

(2.47)

IR = −q EW · v ,

where q is the signed charge moving with the vectorial velocity
v and EW is a vectorial ‘weighting field’, a conceptual field
defined by applying +1 V on R and 0 V on all other electrodes.
The unit of EW is 1 cm−1 [38, 39].
The actual v is calculated by applying the normal
operation voltages, including possibly a B -field.
In the special case of a two electrode system like the wire
tube or a parallel plate chamber, EW = Eop /V , where Eop
is the actual operating field obtained with the voltage V on R
(the anode wire) and zero V on the cathode.

The attachment rate R is proportional to the density N :
R = cσ N

(2.50)

(2.48)

for an electron velocity c and attachment cross-section σ . The
rate constants of freons and many other halogen-containing
compounds are known [35].
The Bloch–Bradbury process is the best known three-body
process [36]: an electron is attached to a molecule through
10
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Figure 12. Transverse diffusion measured in Ar/CH4 mixtures at 600 Torr after 15 cm drift without magnetic field B and with
B = 20.4 kG [4].

For the proportional tube with wire radius a and cathode
radius b, Eop and EW are obviously radial with
Eop = V /[r ln(b/a)].

We shall give numbers for a typical proportional tube,
assuming the following: a = 10 µm, b = 2.5 mm, Eop (r =
a) = 200 kV cm−1 , µ+ = 1.9 atm cm2 (V s)−1 , v − >
5 × 106 cm s−1 and to estimate the gas amplification A, the
Diethorn parametrization α = (ln 2/ V )E and Emin =
V /(rmin ln(b/a)). For an Ar/CH4 (90/10) mixture, V =
23.6 V and Emin = 48 kV cm−1 is assumed [7, p 136]. Here
rmin is the starting radius for the avalanche and Emin the
minimum field permitting multiplication.
+
We obtain t0 = 1.3 ns, Tmax
= 82 µs, rmin = 42 µm,
A = 4400.
The last electron will be collected in a very short time
of about 0.6 ns, the vast majority even faster. Half of the
electrons move only about 2 µm, the next 25% some 4 µm
and so on. A rough estimate of the induced electron charge
signal is, therefore,

(2.51)

We assume constant mobility µ for the positive ions. Therefore
v + (t) = µV /[r(t) ln(b/a)].

(2.52)

For a positive ion starting at t = 0 from r = r1 ,
r(t) = r1 (1 + (t/t0 ))1/2 ,

with t0 = r12 ln(b/a)/(2µV ).
(2.53)

The maximum time for an ion to drift from a to b is
+
Tmax
= (b/a)2 t0 ,

as (b/a)2  1.

(2.54)

The induced current I + is
I + = −q EW · v + < 0,

Q−
total = q ln(14/10)/ ln(2500/10) = 0.06q.

(2.55)

as v + is parallel to E .

Only about 6% of the total induced signal is due to the
movement of the electrons, the rest comes from the ions, if one
integrates over the full ion collection time, 82 µs. In practice,
however, one mostly uses much faster integration. The long
tail in the signal caused by the very slow ion movement has to
be corrected for by electronic pulse shaping to avoid pile-up at
high rates. If one uses fast pulse shaping, say 20 ns integration
time, only a fraction of the ion charge will be seen: an ion
starting at r1 = a, reaches r2 = 40 µm in 20 ns and induces
about 25% of its charge. That means with 20 ns pulse shaping,
one may expect to see an effective charge of about 30% of the
total charge produced, of which one fifth is due to the electrons.
At higher pressure p, the same gas amplification is
obtained for a lower E/p. As a consequence, ion drift is slower
and therefore also the signal formation.

For the integrated charge Q, one gets
Q+ (t) =

I dt =

I (1/v + ) dr =

−q Ew dr.

(2.56)

Integration from r1 to r2 gives
Q+1→2 = −q ln(r2 /r1 )/ ln(b/a),
with q > 0

and

r2 > r1 .

(2.57)

For an electron one obtains
Q−
1→2 = +q| ln(r2 /r1 )|/ ln(b/a),
with q < 0

and

r2 < r1 ,

(2.59)

(2.58)

as v is antiparallel to EW .
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Figure 13. Measured ‘first Townsend coefficient’ α in noble gases [7] and calculated α in Ar/CH4 mixtures(100-0 means 100%Ar) [41(a)],
with points from measurements [41(b)]. (Left part reprinted with permission from [7]. Copyright 2008, Springer Science + Business Media.
Right part reprinted with permission from [41(a)]. Copyright 1989, Elsevier.)

2.3.2. Gas amplification. In high enough electric fields, the
number n of electrons will grow on a path ds by
dn = nα ds,

In the Diethorn approximation [43], α is assumed to be
proportional to E. One then obtains for a proportional tube
with wire radius a and tube radius b
ln A = (ln 2/ ln(b/a))(V / V ) ln(V /(ln(b/a)aEmin ),
(2.65)
where the two parameters Emin and V are obtained from
measurements of A at various voltages and gas pressures. Emin
is the minimum E field to start the avalanche and e V the
average energy required to produce one electron. A list for
Emin and V for various gases is given, e.g., in [7]. As Emin
is defined for a density ρ0 at STP, Emin (ρ) = Emin (ρ0 )(ρ/ρ0 ).
Reasonable agreement with the experimental data is obtained;
discrepancies show up at high A.
The amplification A = n/n0 is the mean of a Gaussian
distribution with variance S 2 . If n0  1 and if all n0 avalanches
develop independently, S 2 = n0 σ 2 , where σ 2 is the variance
of the probability function P (j ) for producing an avalanche of
j electrons starting from one, if the mean is A. Distributions
for single-electron amplification derived theoretically [44] and
measured [45] for the strong inhomogeneous field around a thin
wire approach Polya distributions, see figure 14.
For these distributions

(2.60)

where α is the first Townsend coefficient. As the ionization
growth is proportional to the gas density ρ and the ionization
cross-section depends on the instantaneous energy ε of the
electrons, which is dependent only on E/ρ, α/ρ is given
usually as a function of E/ρ. Some examples of measurements
[40] and Monte Carlo simulation are shown in figure 13. In the
region of interest to gas detectors, up to about 250 kV cm−1 ,
α rises fast with electric field. The agreement between
measurements and calculation is reasonable for the lower field
values. The difference at the highest fields is attributed to the
fact that photo- and Penning-ionization has been neglected.
The amplification A in the detector is then
A = n/n0 = exp

α(s) ds = exp

α(E) dE/(dE/ds),

(2.61)
if n0 is the initial number of electrons, e.g. from a track
segment.
In the amplification region near the wire, the field is
E(r) = qs /(2πrε0 ),

(2.62)

(σA /A)2 = f,

where qs is the charge per centimetre. Therefore,
A = exp

qs α(E) dE/(2πε0 E 2 ).

(2.66)

The limiting case f = 1 is an exponential distribution (Yule–
Furry law)
P (A) = (1/A)e−A/A .
(2.67)

(2.63)

Experimental results point to f = 0.6–1.0. Measurements
with laser tracks [7] indicate that the rms width σA of a
single-electron avalanche is close to the mean, as it is for the
exponential distribution. Another very careful measurement
also favours an exponential distribution [14, 24], except for a
sharp drop at very low pulse heights.

Two approximations in particular have been used to describe
practical cases.
The early Korff model [42] uses the parametrization
α/p = A exp(−Bp/E),

with f  1.

(2.64)

with empirical constants A and B depending on the gas.
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and the photon energies of available lasers in the near UV,
e.g. N2 -lasers (hν = 3.67 eV) or quadrupled Nd–Yag lasers
(hν = 4.68 eV), are too low to directly ionize even the lowest
ionization potentials IP of complex molecules.
The first successful double photon ionization was obtained
with a N2 -laser with nickelocene (IP = 6.5 eV) as additive
[49]. Soon two independent studies showed that significant
ionization could be produced even in undoped gases on
impurities [50, 51]. A detailed interpretation was given [50],
also for the fact that sometimes a linear dependence of signal
versus laser intensity was observed, assuming saturation of
the first step. It was demonstrated that with a special laser
construction for low beam divergence sufficient ionization is
obtained over long distances [51].
These first results triggered a large number of studies.
Many additives were shown to be ionized with the N2 -laser
and even more with the higher photon energy of a quadrupled
Nd–Yag laser (hν = 4.68 eV). Although traces of many
possible candidates for two-photon ionization were detected in
samples of gases from DCs, the impurities responsible for the
signals in ‘undoped’ chambers remained unknown, except in
two cases, where phenol and toluene were found to contribute
[52, 53]. An account of the vast amount of studies may be
found in two reviews [55, 56].
It turned out, as a great surprise, that adequate signals
could be detected in basically all undoped chambers, with good
stability over long times. It was even difficult to suppress laser
ionization completely in very clean systems [54]. Therefore,
operation of both TPCs and of the jet chamber at LEP was
started tentatively with undoped gas mixtures. It was found
that the signals remained acceptable without additives over
the whole operation period of a decade, even with the lower
photon energy of the N2 -lasers in DELPHI. An example of
reconstructed laser tracks in ALEPH is shown in figure 15.
The most recent two large TPCs for STAR and ALICE have
both installed very complex systems [57, 58] and installation
is foreseen for the T2K TPCs. STAR is using a system of
500 beams to monitor drift velocity to 0.02% and to correct
various E × B corrections and is relying strongly on them for
measurements of space charge effects, especially at the higher
RHIC luminosities.
The spatial stability of the laser beam can be about
100 µm; with only 100 shots, the mean position is thus defined
to 10 µm. Besides their use in large chambers, laser beams
have also found applications in numerous small-scale studies
of DC performance.

Figure 14. Polya distributions. (Reprinted with permission
from [13]. Copyright 1980, Elsevier.)

For a parallel plate geometry, calculations [46] agree well
with measurements [47].
Besides avalanche fluctuations, many operational and
geometrical parameters influence the gas amplification,
amongst which are the following:
• Geometrical imperfections. The effects will obviously
depend on the geometry and the operation details. An
early publication [37] gives analytic estimates of the
effects of wire displacements and variations in wire
diameter. In a typical geometry dA/A ∼ 2.5 dr/r, where
r is the wire radius; dA/A ∼ 9 dgap/gap.
• Edge effects. Near edges, the electric field is reduced over
distances similar to the gap between the electrode planes.
It can be recovered largely by additional field shaping lines
on the edges [48].
• Gas density. The Diethorn approximation gives dA/A =
−(ln 2/ ln(b/a))(V / V )(dρ/ρ) = −(5 − 8) dρ/ρ
typically. Pressure dependence can be corrected for, as
pressure is usually well measured.
• Space charge. Due to the low velocity of the positive ions
(falling off as 1/r from >1 mm µs−1 at r = a), space
charge will build up at high particle fluxes and reduce
the avalanche amplification. In drift tubes, the voltage
drop due to the space charge from a given particle flux
is proportional to the third power of the tube radius. A
smaller radius thus improves the rate capability drastically.
2.4. Calibration with laser beams

2.5. Ageing of wire chambers

The development of TPCs and other detectors with long
drift distances triggered the interest in using laser beams
for calibration. They should offer several advantages: stable
position in space, insensitivity to magnetic fields, no multiple
scattering, narrow pulse height distribution even on short track
segments without δ-electrons and easy ways to produce well
defined multiple tracks.
The problem was that single photon excitation had to
be excluded. Lasers in the vacuum UV are impractical

Since the invention of gaseous detectors ageing has been
observed. It has become one of the major concerns in
recent experiments, because of the enormous radiation dose
detectors have to stand. Amongst the effects of ageing are
decreasing signal, broadening energy resolution and increasing
dark currents, finally electric breakdown or even broken wires.
Several reviews [59] and workshop proceedings [60] give a
detailed account of the immense number of studies of this
subject.
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of small amounts of alcohol or water vapour has sometimes
reduced the effect, probably by providing some conductivity.
Analysis of the deposits often indicated carbon compounds and
also Si, and more rarely other elements, Cl, O, S.
The drop in pulse height A often follows the integrated
charge load in Coulomb per centimetre wire, independent of
radiation rate, but occasionally some rate dependence has been
observed.
Very crudely, classical gas mixtures containing hydrocarbons have shown ageing rates of
A/A ∼ (0.01 − 0.1)% mC−1 cm−1 for small detectors,
A/A ∼ (0.1 − 1)% mC−1 cm−1 for large detectors.
Many qualitative explanations have been proposed for
specific cases of ageing but there exists no quantitative
explanation. On the other hand, the studies permit the
formulation of some general rules for increasing the chance
for a longer detector survival:
Hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, etc), very often used in
the past, should be avoided for the highest radiation levels.
For these, only a very restricted list of suitable gases remains:
mixtures of rare gases and CO2 and possibly N2 , CF4 or DME.
CF4 offers high electron drift velocities and has proven to be
capable under certain conditions to avoid formation of or even
to etch away deposits, in particular in the presence of minute Si
impurities. But its aggressive radicals can also etch chamber
components, especially glass [63]. In any case, the water
content has to be kept below 0.1%, if CF4 is used, to avoid
etching even of goldplated wires. Also DME, offering low
diffusion, has in some cases provided long lifetime. It was,
however, proven to attack Kapton and to be very sensitive to
traces of halogen pollutants at the ppb level.

Figure 15. Reconstructed tracks from laser beams in the ALEPH
TPC. (Reprinted with permission from [71(a)]. Copyright 1990,
Elsevier.)

• Many materials have to be avoided [59(e)], in the gas
system, in the detector and during the construction: Si
compounds, e.g. in bubbler oils, adhesives, vacuum grease
or protection foils, PVC tubing, soft plastics in general,
certain glues and many more. Details can be found in
the workshop proceedings and reviews mentioned, also
on suitable materials.
• High cleanliness has to be observed during construction,
e.g. to avoid resistive spots on the cathodes. The sense
wire has to be continuously checked during wiring to
assure the required quality of its geometrical tolerances
and of the gold plating.
• Great effort should go into the electronics to allow the
lowest gas amplification possible.
• A final detector module with the final gas system
components should be extensively tested under irradiation
before ‘mass production’. Last minute changes have often
caused problems. As an accelerated test over typically
<1 year is usually required for practical reasons, to obtain
the full integrated charge for some 10 years of operation,
an uncertainty will unfortunately remain, because a rate
dependence of the ageing can not be excluded.
• TPCs are meant to see significantly lower particle rates
and thus less integrated charge per centimetre of anode
wire than other high-rate detectors at LHC, as already

Figure 16. Examples of deposits on 20 µm anode wires after strong
irradiation. (Reprinted with permission from [61]. Copyright 1983,
Elsevier.)

As causes of the ageing effects, deposits have been found
on sense wires and cathodes. Any form from smooth layers to
long whiskers has been observed on the anode wires [61], see
figure 16. On cathodes, thin insulating spots are usually found
in discharge areas, representing signs of a Malter effect [62]:
under irradiation charges build up until their field extracts
electrons from the cathode through the insulator into the gas,
where they initiate new avalanches. Delays of the chargingup shortening with higher irradiation rate and slow decay
after irradiation is stopped support this assumption. Addition
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dictated by the long drift length and resulting space
charge and event reconstruction problems. Nevertheless,
the beforementioned precautions are obligatory in
most experiments, because radiation hardness can be
deteriorated by orders of magnitude, e.g. by inadequate
choice of materials or construction procedures.

of the high drift velocity u at low field E, due to the Ramsauer
dip in the cross-section. These two characteristics are
especially important at high pressure to avoid higher electric
fields and electron attachment from oxygen impurities, which
increases with the square of the pressure. The original proposal
foresaw operation at p = 10 atm, E = 0.2 V cm−1 Torr−1
and 15 kG. Measurements of the transverse diffusion of single
electrons as a function of E had been carried out at 600 Torr
with 15 cm drift in various gases, in magnetic fields up to
20.4 kG, see figure 12. From these measurements, ωτ ∼
10 was obtained at 600 Torr for 20.4 kG. This permitted an
estimate of the r–ϕ smearing due to transverse diffusion for
a 1 m drift in 15 kG at 10 atm of about 1.2 mm rms for a
single electron. Assuming 160 electrons, i.e. the most probable
number for a 4 mm sample, contribute to the signal, the
measurement error due to diffusion was estimated as σD <
100 µm (a very conservative estimate for the effective number
of 50 would lead to σD = 170 µm). The specification of an
average resolution of 200 µm/point was, therefore, considered
conservative and used to estimate the momentum resolution to
about δp/p = 0.6p% for p > 1 GeV/c, well adapted to the
PEP energies.
Initial space charge effects became negligible after the
installation of the gating grids. Distortions due to chargingup of the field cages were strongly reduced by a reduction
of the non-conducting sections and by the application of a
surface coating. With the final field of 13.25 kG at 8.5 atm, an
average point resolution of 150 µm was achieved, the best of
all large TPCs. The momentum resolution, however, remained
somewhat worse than expected with about 1.0 p%, for reasons
only partially understood [64].
It is interesting to note that for the same gas and E-field,
at 1 atm a field of 15 kG along the drift direction reduces the
single-electron diffusion σD,1e from about 4130 to 700 µm,
a value below that for 10 atm, because of an ωτ = 5.8 at
1 atm, compared with ωτ = 0.58 at 10 atm. It is because of
the higher effective number of contributing electrons that the
higher pressure results in a smaller error in the measurement
of the mean.
Excellent PID was achieved with a resolution of 3.0% for
minimum ionizing particles and 2.7% for Bhabha electrons,
the best value of any TPC to date [64].

3. TPC characteristics
Table 3 summarizes properties and performance of some TPCs.
3.1. Basic design—PEP4 TPC
The TPC is basically a long DC with parallel electric and
magnetic fields and 3D points read-out at the end(s). The
design principles shall be explained by taking the example of
the PEP4 TPC, not only because this was the original TPC
but also because the choices taken at that time were based
on studies of many of the options, which have again been
considered in later developments.
The design of the PEP4 TPC proposal is sketched in
figure 17. Developed for operation at an electron–positron
collider, it is in the form of a double cylinder around the
beam pipe, 2 m long, centred on the interaction point and
inside a solenoid. A central high voltage plane (on negative
potential) supplies the field for drifting electrons towards the
two read-out planes, one at each end; the drift length is 1 m.
An inner and an outer field cage terminate the drift volume
radially (radius = 20 cm and 100 cm, respectively) and define
a homogeneous drift field. Each end-cap has the MWPC
arranged as six sectors, each with 183 ‘azimuthal’ anode wires.
Figure 18 shows three cuts through the MWPC. The wire plane
terminating the drift volume acts as a gating grid. This grid was
actually only added for the second run period, because space
charge problems due to background had turned out bigger
than anticipated. When the gate is ‘open’, the electrons drift
through it and also through the second grid, which acts as
one of the cathodes of the MWPC. Avalanches are initiated
near the anode wires (diameter = 20 µm). The anode wires
(20 µm) have a pitch of 4 mm and alternate with field wires
(75 µm). The field wires were considered important to reduce
the crosstalk between the anode wires, as their pulse heights
are used to provide PID through ionization sampling. The
other cathode is formed by a printed circuit board, segmented
into equidistant rows of (7.5 × 7.5) mm2 pads below 15 of the
sense wires. The number of pad rows was limited by space
for the preamplifiers on the sectors and cost of the read-out.
Centroid calculation of the pad pulse heights provides precise
r–ϕ information along the wire. The signals from all anode
wires and cathode pads are sampled at 10 MHz with CCDs,
which provide z-information (along the drift direction). The
CCDs accept 455 analogue samples and are read out at about
20 kHz. For a track traversing the full radius, there are thus 15
points measured with 3D information and 183 dE/dx samples
for PID.
A high pressure of 10 atm was specified to optimize PID
with a compact design. An Ar/CH4 (80/20) mixture was
chosen, because of low electron attachment and chiefly because

3.2. Specific aspects
3.2.1. Wire chamber layout. Several parameters in the wire
chamber layout may be varied to adapt to particular priorities:
use of field wires, gap sizes, wire pitch and sector boundary
design. Figure 18 shows the layout chosen by PEP4.
Field wires. The PEP4 TPC used field wires to reduce
crosstalk between the anode wires and thus corrections to the
dE/dx samples taken from them. Most TPCs followed this
choice. The argument drops of course when the anode wires
are no more read out, as in STAR and ALICE, because of
the extreme occupancy. Dropping the field wires brings the
advantage of a higher percentage of the induced charges on
the pads. In the ALEPH geometry, with 4 mm gaps (anode–
cathode) and 4 mm anode wire pitch, pads receive about 20%
15
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Parameter/Experiment

PEP4

TRIUMF

TOPAZ

AlEPH

DELPHI

STAR

ALICEa

Operation
Inner/Outer radius (m)
Max. driftlength (L/2) (m)
Magnetic field (T)
Gas :
Mixture
Pressure (atm)
Drift field (kV cm−1 atm−1 )
Electron drift velocity (cm µs−1 )
ωτ (see section 2.2.1.3)
Pads: Size w × L (mm × mm)

1982/1984
0.2/1.0
1
0.4/1.325
Ar/CH4
80/20
8.5
0.088
5
0.2/0.7
7.5 × 7.5

1982/1983
∼ 0.15/0.50
0.34
0.9
Ar/CH4
80/20
1
0.25
7
2
(5.3–6.4) × 19

1987
0.38/1.1
1.1
1
Ar/CH4
90/10
3.5
0.1
5.3
1.5
(9–11) × 12

1989
0.35/1.8
2.2
1.5
Ar/CH4
91/9
1
0.11
5
7
6.2 × 30

1989
0.35/1.4
1.34
1.23
Ar/CH4
80/20
1
0.15
6.69
5
∼7 × 7

Max. no. 3D points
dE/dx: Max. no. samples/track
Sample size (mm atm); w or p
Gas amplification
Gap a–p; a–c; c–gateb
Pitch a–a; cathode; gate
Pulse sampling (MHz/no. samples)
Gatingc
Pads, total number

15—straight
183
4 × 8.5; wires
1000
4; 4; 8
4; 1; 1
10/455, CCD
1984 o.on tr.
15 000

12
12
6.35; wires
50 000
6

10—linear
175
4 × 3.5; wires
4; 4; 8
4; 1; 1
10/ 455, CCD
o. on tr.
8200

9 + 12—circular
148 + 196
4; wires
3000–5000
4; 4; 6
4; 1; 2
11/ 512, FADC
synchr. cl.wo.tr
41 000

16—circular
192
4; wires
5000
4; 4; 6
4; 1; 1
14/300, FADC
static
20 000

2000
0.5/2.0
2.1
0.25/0.5
Ar/CH4
90/10
1
0.14
5.45
1.15/2.3
2.85 × 11.5
6.2 × 19.5
13 + 32—straight
13 + 32
11.5 + 19.5; pads
3000/1100
2; 2; 6/4; 4 ; 6
4; 1; 1/ 4; 1; 1
9.6/400
o.on tr.
137 000

2009
0.85/2.5
2.5
0.5
Ne /CO2 / N2
90/ 10/ 5
1
0.4
2.7
<1
4 × 7.5
6 × 10/15
63 + 64 + 32
63 + 64 + 32
7.5 + 10 + 15; pads
20 000
2; 2; 3/3; 3; 3
2.5; 2.5; 1.5
5–10/500–1000, ADC
o.on tr.
560 000

Performance
xT (µm)-best/typ.
xL (µm)-best/typ.
Two-track separation (mm), T /L
∂p/p 2 (GeV/c) −1 : TPC alone; high p
dE/dx (%) Single tracks/ in jets
Comments

130–200
160–260
20
0.0065
2.7/4.0

200/
3000

185/230
335/900
25
0.015
4.4 /
chevron pads

170/200–450
500–1700
15
0.0012
4.4 /
circular pad rows

180/190–280
900
15
0.005
5.7/7.4
circular pad rows

300–600
500–1200
8 - 13/30
0.006
7.4/7.6
No field wires
>3000 tracks

spec:800–1100
spec:1100–1250

a
b
c

only 1 digitiz., ADC
1983 o.on tr.
7800

a in single PCs
strong E × B effect
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Table 3. Characteristics and performance of some TPCs.

spec:0.005
spec:4.9/6.8
No field wires
20 000 tracks

Expected performance.
a = anode, p = pads, c = cathode grid.
o. on tr.: gate opens on trigger; cl.wo.tr. : opens before collision and closes without trigger; static : closed for ions only (see text).
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Parameter/Experiment cont.

NA35

EOS/HISS

NA49 VTX

NA49 MAIN

CERES/NA45

HARP

T2Ka

Operation
Inner/Outer radius or L/W (m)
Max. driftlength (L/2) (m)
Magnetic field (T)
Gas :
Mixture
Pressure (atm)
Drift field (kV cm−1 atm−1 )
Electron drift velocity (cm µs−1 )
ωτ (see section 2.2.1.3)
Pads: size (w × L, mm × mm)
Max. no. 3D points
dE/dx: Max. no. samples/track
Sample size (mm atm); w or p
Gas amplification
Gap a–p; a–c; c–gateb
Pitch a–a; cathode; gate
Pulse sampling (MHz/no. samples)
Gatingc
Pads, total number

1990
2.4/1.25 (L/W)
1.12 vert.
0
Ar/CH4
91/ 9
1
0.12
5
0
5.5 × 40
60 + 30
60
40; pads

1992
1.5/0.96 (L/W)
0.75 (H)
1.3
Ar/CH4
90/ 10
1
0.12
5.5
0.5
8 × 12
128
128
12
3000
4; 4; 6
4; 1; 2
10/256, SCA
o. on tr.
15 000

1995
2.5/1.5 (L/W); 2×
0.67 vert.
1.5
Ne/CO2
90/10
1
0.19
1.3
1
3.5× (16 , 28)
<150
<150
16, 28
20 000
3 , 2;
4; 1; 1
/512
o. on tr.
74 000

1995
4/4 (L/W); 2×
1.1 vert.
0
Ar/CH4 /CO2
90/ 5/5
1
0.175
2.3
0
(3.6, 5.5)×40
90
90
40
5000
2,3; 3;6
4; 1;1
/ 512
o. on tr.
108 000

1999
0.6/1.3; L = 2
0.7 rad.
Bz < 0.7; Br < 0.3
Ne/CO2
80/ 20
1
0.2-0.6
0.7-2.4

2009/10
2.2/0.7 (H/L); 3×
0.9 W
0.2
Ar/CF4/i-C4H10
95/ 3/ 2
1
0.2
7
0.7
6.9 × 9.7
72 × 3
72 × 3
9.7
∼1000
0.128

o. on tr.
78 000

2001
0.1/0.41
1.6
0.7
Ar/CH4
91/ 9
1
0.111
5.2
3.3
6.5 × 15
20
20
15
20 000
5;5;6
4; 2; 2 stagg.
10/>300, FADC
o.on tr.
4000

300

150

150

230/340
dr = 400/640

600–2400
3.5

600 (1m drift)

1

0.2/0.45–0.50
16
el. crosstalk

spec: <10;
spec: <10 /
Micromegas r.o.

Performance
xT (µm)-best/typ.
xL (µm)-best/typ.
Two-track separation (mm)
∂p/p 2 (GeV/c) −1 : TPC alone; high p
dE/dx (%) : single tracks/in jets
Comments
a
b
c

4; 1; 2
12.5 /
11 000
300–800
250–450
18
/6
B=0
only pad r.o.

25
1
/4
only pad r.o.

10 chevron

8000
3;3;6
6; 2; 2
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Table 3. Continued.

/512 SCA
none
125 000

10
<4 : VTX + Main
Krm calibration
only pad r.o.

up to1200 tr.
only pad r.o.

Radial TPC
No field wires

Expected performance.
a = anode, p = pads, c = cathode grid.
o. on tr.: gate opens on trigger; cl.wo.tr. : opens before collision and closes without trigger; static : closed for ions only (see text).
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the inner ALICE chambers with a pitch of 2.5 mm (without
field wires), matching the thin gaps.
The pitch of the cathode and gating grids is 1 or 2 mm.
The 1 mm grids show smaller E × B effects on the spatial
resolution but exert larger forces on the frames. For the gating
grid, a 1 mm pitch brings the obvious advantage of lower gating
voltage.
3.2.2. Sector boundaries. The sector boundaries formed
by the frames supporting the wire planes represent dead
zones in the endcaps. A higher number of sectors per 2π
results in more dead zones but smaller track angle errors
for the r–ϕ measurement. Larger TPC radii demand more
sectors per 2π to remain with stable wire length. One has to
choose between full insensitivity for certain ϕ-segments, using
the same radial boundaries over the full radius (e.g. PEP4,
DELPHI (6 sectors/2π ), STAR(12), ALICE(18) or reduced
sensitivity over larger ϕ-segments, by either using boundaries
with steps along r–ϕ (already discussed for PEP4 but not
implemented) or by rotating in ϕ a second outer circle of sectors
with respect to the inner one (e.g. ALEPH).
In addition to complete loss of information along the
boundaries there is a serious loss inside the sensitive zone due
to a reduction of gas amplification over more than a centimetre
near the boundaries. Figure 19 shows an early measurement
of this effect and also the corrective measure [48]. Additional
guard strips on the wire support frames on a suitable potential
can recover some 8 mm with full gain.

Figure 17. Sketch of the PEP4 TPC. (Reprinted with permission
from [PEP4(d)]. Copyright 1983, IEEE.)

of the anode charge with the field wires (which get about 40%)
and would receive about 35% without them [65]. In the inner
sectors of STAR even >40% is received by the pads, because
of the small anode–cathode gap of 2 mm.
Dropping the field wires avoids problems from corona
discharges on the frames, where anode and field wires are
soldered. This was actually considered the major argument
against adding field wires.
On the other hand, operation without field wires demands
a higher voltage on the anode wires for the same gas
amplification.

3.2.3. Gating. Because of their long drift length, TPCs
are particularly prone to space charge effects. For the PEP4
TPC it was estimated that a charge deposition of 10 GeV s−1 ,
equivalent to 5000 m tracks/s, would cause detectable field
distortions. Background turning out higher than expected, a
gating grid had to be added. Most later TPCs used a similar
geometry, see figure 20. A grid with wires stretched parallel
to the anode wires with a pitch of 1–2 mm is mounted 4–8 mm
above the shielding grid. To close the gate, a differential
potential V = VG ± V is applied to alternating wires. For the
ALEPH specifications (Ar/CH4 at 1 atm) the following results
were obtained [66]. A gating grid with 1 (2) mm wire pitch is
fully transparent for a VG , which produces a field between the
gating grid and the cathode about twice the value of the main
drift field. The gate is closed for the ions with V = ±20
(40) V, both without magnetic field B and with B = 1.5 T. For
electrons, it is also closed for B = 0, but it opens when the
field is raised. For B = 1.5 T, V = ±190 V is required for a
grid with 2 mm pitch. At V = ±40 V, the transparency for
electrons is about 75%. The big difference in the behaviour of
ions and electrons in a strong magnetic field stems from the fact
that in the gas mixture used ωτ  1 for electrons and ωτ  1
for ions. Electrons, therefore, follow closely the magnetic field
lines, whilst ions follow mainly the electric field lines.
The gating behaviour was measured without magnetic
field also at 8.5 atm in Ar/CH4 [67]. A gate with 1 mm pitch
showed full transparency for a field between cathode and gating
grid equal to 1.9 times the drift field. The gate was closed for
V = ±100 V.

Pads. The PEP4 TPC and most later TPCs have straight pad
rows. As track angles not normal to the pad row cause an
additional error for the spatial resolution, ALEPH and DELPHI
have chosen circular pad rows in the cylindrical geometry of
a collider. The choice of the size of the pads depends on
many parameters including cost. The width along the pad
row, i.e. along r–ϕ, is usually smaller than the length. ALEPH
decided for longer pads to improve resolution for the highest
momenta, DELPHI for short pads to improve performance
for tracks from secondary vertices. The effect of the length
on spatial resolution is complex, see below. For best space
resolution, the ratio ‘pad width/gap (anode–cathode)’ should
be about 1–2 [120, 121]. For larger ratios, precision is lost for
tracks passing above the centre of a pad. For lower ratios,
the precision is limited by the lower signal-to-noise ratio.
To reduce occupancy, STAR and ALICE chose thinner pads
(2.85 mm and 4 mm, respectively) for the inner circle of sectors
and NA49 for the Veretx TPC (3.5 mm).
Gaps and wire pitch. The gap (anode-pad) has been chosen as
4 mm for most TPCs, but smaller for some: 3 mm for CERES,
NA49 and ALICE outer chambers, even only 2 mm for the
inner chambers of STAR and ALICE, matching their smaller
pad width.
A pitch of the anode wires of 4 mm has been used in almost
all TPCs, as it provides operational stability and a reasonable
width for the dE/dx samples. An exception is made again by
18
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Figure 18. Schematic wire and pad layout in the PEP4 TPC proportional chambers [PEP4(e)].

Figure 20. Schematics of the field lines for an open and closed
gating grid. (Reprinted with permission from [5]. Copyright 1982,
World Scientific.)

on a trigger, the gate is normally closed but opens for the full
drift time for a triggered event. This mode is used in the vast
majority of TPCs and is foreseen for ALICE. Depending on the
speed of the trigger decision and switching, the information of
a small part of the drift volume is lost; in the case of the STAR
trigger, opening takes 2.1 µs, resulting in 12 cm loss of the
2.1 m drift length. This loss is avoided in the synchronous
mode, in which the gate is opened shortly before each bunch
crossing and closed after a negative trigger decision or left
open for the electron drift time after a positive trigger. ALEPH
applied this mode at LEP, where the spacing of bunch crossings
was 22 µs.
The TRIUMF TPC used a different gate arrangement.
Each of the anode wires is mounted with its pad row inside

Figure 19. DELPHI TPC–sector boundary: (a) pulse height
variation near the boundary with and without guard strip. (b) Details
of the frames and guard strips at the boundary. (Reprinted with
permission from [48]. Copyright 1985, Elsevier.)

The gate may be used in different ways. The simplest is the
static mode, which blocks all ions but lets most of the electrons
pass, with a signal loss of about 25%. DELPHI found this
acceptable for operation at LEP. In the second mode, opening
19
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Both walls of this vessel are built with Nomex honeycomb
sandwiches with prepreg and Tedlar skins. The wall towards
the drift volume has Al strips on both sides, connected to
a separate voltage degrader chain and the other wall has a
continuous 50 µm Al foil on both sides and provides the ground
termination.
In all designs, insulating surfaces have to be minimized,
especially between the conducting strips, to avoid chargingup effects and resulting field distortions. Such a problem on
the initial PEP4 field cage was cured by covering it with a thin
layer of polyurethane, thus providing some small conductivity.
Excellent alignment with the central electrode and the read-out
chambers is obviously important.

Figure 21. Schematic cut through the field cage of the ALEPH
TPC. (Reprinted with permission from [5]. Copyright 1982, World
Scientific.)

Central cathode. The central cathode for TPCs at colliders
has to be thin, as it lies in the symmetry plane around the
interaction point. It should be flat and not deform with
time. Several designs have been used: stretched stainless steel
mesh (TOPAZ), carbon-coated Mylar foil (ALEPH), 25 µm
aluminized Mylar (ALICE), 70 µm carbon-loaded Kapton
(STAR) and aluminium honeycomb sandwich (DELPHI). In
STAR, the membrane is secured under tension to an outer
support hoop, which is mounted on the outer field cage. The
membrane has just a central hole to pass the inner field cage
but without any mechanical coupling to it except for a single
electrical connection. Narrow aluminium strips are attached
to each side of the membrane to provide a target with low
workfunction for the UV laser.

a rectangular cathode, sampling the track ionization through
a 6 mm slot. Above each slot are mounted two grids (wire
pitch 0.6 mm) 1.6 mm apart. The gate is normally closed, and
opened within 200 ns on a trigger. The opening is achieved
by applying −48 V on the outside grid and +3 V on the grid
nearer to the anode. The dual grid has a transparency of 90%
and deteriorates the spatial resolution by about 15%.
3.2.4. Field cages. The field cages have to provide a very
homogeneous electric field parallel to the magnetic field axis.
Their construction is complicated by conflicting requirements:
high mechanical and electrical precision and stability of
geometry and alignment with the cathode and the MWPC on
the one hand, minimized material and thickness on the other
hand. Depending on the drift length and gas choice, voltages
up to 100 kV are required. The basic principle is a linear
voltage degrader composed of closely spaced parallel rings
connected to a chain of high precision resistors. The cathode
is connected to negative high voltage and the MWPC kept near
ground potential.
For the insulation towards the outside two techniques are
employed, using either a solid or a gaseous insulator.
The solid insulator can be much thinner geometrically,
allowing smaller detectors beyond the TPC. It usually results,
however, in more material in terms of radiation length. One
example of this type is the choice for ALEPH field cage, 4.4 m
long and 3.8 m in diameter, see figure 21. It has a double
layer of electrodes (35 µm Cu) separated by a Kapton foil
(75 µm) on a 4 mm thick insulator, composed of 120 layers
of Mylar wound helically and glued together. An aluminium
honeycomb 16 mm thick and sandwiched between two 1 mm
aluminium foils provides the self-supporting structure. The
total thickness is 4.8% of a radiation length.
An example of a field cage with gaseous insulator is the
one of ALICE. The choice of a low mass gas mixture with
Ne demands a very high voltage of 100 kV for the 2.5 m drift
length to obtain an acceptable drift velocity, still only about
half that of the more common Ar/CH4 mixtures. The electric
field is formed by 166 aluminized Mylar strips wound around
18 support rods connecting the central cathode plane with an
end plate. One rod contains the chain of resistors (7.5 M)
and clamps to fix the strips. The rods lie in line with the dead
zones between the read-out chambers. They are clamped to the
wall of a vessel containing CO2 as gas insulator, 15 cm thick.

3.2.5. Calibration. In addition to the usual calibration
procedures of wire chambers during and after construction,
regular calibration and monitoring during operation is required
for optimum performance of a TPC. Various techniques have
been used.
The electronics is calibrated by pulsing the grid wires (e.g.
PEP4, TOPAZ and STAR) or the field wires (e.g. ALEPH and
DELPHI) and recording the response of the wires and pads
at various pulse heights to cover the dynamic range. This
calibration is important for the r–ϕ and dE/dx measurements.
It also provides relative timing inside a sector.
Radioactive sources in the endplanes were used in several
TPCs (PEP4, TOPAZ, DELPHI): rods embedded in the
endplane can be moved to provide a point source through small
holes to each wire in the ‘ON’ position. Three such rods per
sector define three absolute gain calibrations of the wire and
its electronics as well as the slope and curvature of the gain
along the wires.
Actual event tracks are used for relative sector to sector
timing; the time of tracks passing through the amplification
zone defines the zero time for the drift time measurement.
Time association of hits on wires and pads gives the relative
time offset between them.
Lasers have consistently been used to measure the drift
velocity to a precision down to 2 × 10−4 . Laser systems with
from three beams per sector to a total of almost 500 beams in
STAR have been implemented. They have also been of great
help in the study of all kinds of distortions in the tracking due
to space charges, insulator charging up on the field cages and
misalignments.
20
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3.2.6. Choice of gas mixture. There exists no universally
‘ideal gas’ for a TPC. The physics to be studied defines the
layout and a number of conflicting requirements for the gas.
The gas mixture has to be optimized for each particular case.
The PEP4 collaboration opted for a high pressure
TPC to optimize dE/dx resolution in a compact detector.
As mentioned before, an Ar/CH4 mixture offered two
advantages: a high drift velocity of electrons at low electric
field and low electron attachment to oxygen impurity, which is
proportional to the square of the pressure. The 80/20 mixture
was preferred over the 90/10 and 95/5 mixtures because of a
longer ‘plateau’ of stable operation. Prototype measurements
had shown a length of 600 V, 400 V and 230 V, respectively,
for the three mixtures.
The two advantages mentioned and perhaps the fact that
Ar/CH4 had become well understood lead to the use of P20
(80/20 mixture) and P10 (90/10) in most later TPCs. P20
offers higher electron velocity but P10 a maximum of the drift
velocity at lower electric field. Operation on the maximum is
advantageous for stability reasons.
ALICE opted for Ne/CO2 /N2 (90/10/5). Neon was chosen
for its low radiation length and hence low multiple scattering.
CO2 replaces CH4 as quencher to avoid common wire chamber
ageing, although it is not clear that the risk is high for the
anticipated radiation loads. As CO2 is a weaker quencher than
CH4 , N2 is added to increase the stable gain limit. This ALICE
mixture, however, requires an electric field several times higher
than that required for P10 or P20 to achieve a similar drift
velocity. As on the working point there is a steep dependence
of the drift velocity on temperature, a very tight limit of ±0.1◦
has been specified for the temperature control. Due to the
lower Z, charged particles produce in Ne a factor of 2 less
ionization than in Ar. The gas amplification has to be raised to
about 20 000 to achieve the same signal/noise ratio.
For the Linear Collider (LC) TPC projects various
mixtures are under consideration. The toughest demand for
the TPC is the point resolution <140 µm for drift lengths
up to 2.5 m. The choice of the gas may depend on the
read-out technique chosen but it is clear that low transverse
diffusion in a high magnetic field of about 4 T will be an
essential requirement. One of the candidates, the so-called
T2K mixture (Ar/CF4 /i-butane 95/3/2), offers a high drift
velocity for electrons of 73 µm ns−1 at a moderate 200 V cm−1
electric field, a relatively low longitudinal diffusion constant
of 250 µm cm−1/2 and a large ωτ ∼ 20 at 5 T, reducing the
transverse diffusion coefficient to ∼20 µm cm−1/2 . From the
simulation results [25] one would in fact expect a rather similar
performance from the ‘standard’ mixture Ar/CH4 (80/20).

PEP4 electronics. The PEP4 TPC demanded charge and
timing information from both wires (for dE/dx) and cathode
pads (for centroid finding) [68]. To reduce input capacitance
and thereby noise, the preamplifiers are mounted on the
backside of the TPC endplates inside the gas volume. Their
signals are sent via 100 feet 50  coax cables to remote
amplifier/shapers each of which drives a CCD. The CCD input
is sampled and pushed through the 445 buckets at 10 MHz,
memorizing a 44.5 µs history of analogue drift information.
During read-out, the clock is changed to 20 kHz and the outputs
of the 16 000 channels are digitized (to 9 bits) in parallel. A
threshold is set at about four times rms noise and only non-zero
data are transferred to buffer memories and read to tape.
The preamplifiers are charge sensitive FET integrators of
low noise (<600 electrons rms on the pads and <1000 on
the wires), low power dissipation (<120 mW) and occupying
only 1.2 cm2 , an achievement at that time. Pulse shaping was
chosen as long as possible to improve the signal and reduce the
noise (mainly from series noise in the preamplifier). On the
other hand, for good reconstruction efficiency in jets, clean
separation of tracks within 1 µs was demanded. This led
to the choice of a peaking time of 250 ns.The shaper (1 RC
differentiator and 5 RC integrators with the same time constant)
delivered a response to a delta impulse close to a Gaussian. It
also provided pole-zero cancellation of the 5 µs decay time of
the preamplifier and partial correction of the ‘ion tail’, with a
RC differentiator (0.4 µs), keeping the amplitude below 4% of
its peak value after 600 ns. The pulse is broadened by diffusion
and track inclination. Because of the slow signal formation,
the measured signal is only about one third of the total charge
at 10 atm (about 60% at 1 atm) with 250 ns shaping time.
A sampling frequency of 10 MHz was chosen. This
guarantees a good determination of the signal charge from the
pulse area and of the time centroid calculated from some five
samples, with small errors due to the asynchronous sampling
phase, the trigger for the start of the sampling sequence being
provided by other detectors. The threshold set after the
digitizer corresponds to about 3–5% of the signal peak and
its effect can be corrected for. With the electron drift velocity
of 5 cm µs−1 finally used and a maximum drift length of 1 m,
an event was fully contained in some 200 CCD buckets.
A powerful testing scheme was implementded to calibrate
each of the stages from the preamplifier to the digitizers.
Electronic gain could be monitored to better than 1%.
For a gas amplification of 2000, the electronic noise
was about 1% of the signal for a minimum ionizing particle,
resulting in a contribution to the spatial resolution from the
pads of 60 µm.
The group was proud to keep the mass construction cost to
114 $/channel, the cost including overhead to 280 $/channel.

3.2.7. Read-out electronics. The development of TPCs is
intricately linked to developments in electronics. In particular,
the implementation of typically several hundred analogue
samples on each channel requires special designs. The first
TPC (PEP4) was made possible by the appearance on the
market of CCDs, which could be used as linear analogue shift
registers, with adequate performance and at acceptable cost
for a system with about 16 000 read-out channels. We shall
describe this system and the one from ALICE, as a recent
design for about 500 000 channels.

ALICE electronics. For the construction of this system with
about 560 000 channels and the detection of events with
extremely high multiplicity, novel developments were required
[69]. To handle high track densities, special attention has
been given to excellent ion-tail cancellation and baseline
subtraction.
Only pad signals are read out. They are transmitted
via Kapton cables to front-end cards (FECs) located some
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The radiation load in the TPC is supposed to be relatively
low: 1 krad + 1011 neutrons cm−2 over 10 years. Standard
radiation-soft technologies have, therefore, been used. Special
attention has, however, been paid to protection against damage
from single event upsets by applying redundancy and solutions
to detect and cure possible upsets in the configuration of the
programmable devices.
3.3. Performance
3.3.1. Spatial resolution. The avalanches on the anode wires
induce pulses on the cathode pads below and the rϕ coordinate
is obtained from the centre-of-gravity determination of the
pulse heights from adjacent pads.

Figure 22. Performance of the ALTRO chip of the ALICE TPC:
pulses from a high-multiplicity cosmic ray event before and after tail
cancellation and baseline restoration. (Reprinted with permission
from [69(b)]. Copyright 2004, Elsevier.)

Pad response. The charge distribution induced by a pointlike
avalanche on an anode wire is called the intrinsic pad response
function (prf). It is determined by the geometry of the
proportional chamber, especially the gap g (anode–cathode).
When measured with pads, the prf also depends on the pad
size [120]. In addition, there is a dependence on the actual
avalanche geometry—how much the avalanche surrounds the
wire—which determines the path of the positive ions to the
various electrodes. This is normally neglected but simulations
clearly show the effect [70] and also some measurements with
the ALTRO chip in ALICE [69(b)].
As an example, numbers for the PEP4 geometry are given:
with an anode wire pitch of 4 mm, a gap (anode–cathode) of
4 mm and a pad size of (7.5 × 7.5) mm2 , the measured width
of the intrinsic prf is σ0 = 3.6 mm.
For the many avalanches resulting from the track
ionization, there are several effects broadening the distribution.
The collaborations have used different parametrizations; we
shall follow the one by ALEPH. The actual prf is described by

10 cm away in a structure mechanically decoupled from the
TPC endplate. Each channel in the FEC consists of two
parts: (a) an analogue ASIC (PASA) with an amplifier and
semi-Gaussian shaper and (b) a mixed-signal ASIC (ALTRO),
including a 10-bit 25 MSPS ADC, baseline subtraction, a tail
cancellation filter (TCF), zero suppression and a multi-event
buffer. The shaping time is 190 ns FWHM, the sampling rate
of the ADC 5–12 MHz. The power consumption of the whole
FEC, including a board, controller is <100 mW per channel.
This is less than what required by the PEP4 preamplifier alone
and is one clear indication for the extraordinary progress of the
electronics in the last 30 years.
The first component of the ALTRO chip is the baseline
correction-1 to perform channel-to-channel gain equalization
and to correct non-linearity and low-frequency baseline
variations. The next processor is an 18bit, fixed-point
arithmetic, third-order TCF, designed to suppress the ion tail to
less then 1 LSB from the baseline, within 1 µs after the signal
peak. With fully programmable coefficients, independent
for each channel, the circuit can cancel a wide range of tail
shapes and correct channel–channel fluctuations. The next
block, the baseline correction-2 (BC 2), applies a correction
based on a moving average of samples within a window and
removes non-systematic perturbations of the baseline that are
superimposed on the signal. At the output a zero suppression
unit discards all data below a programmable threshold, except
for a programmable number of pre- and post-samples around
each pulse. The output is sent to a memory with storage
capacity of up to eight events of 1000 words.
Isolated cosmic ray events in a prototype were used to tune
the parameters, employing the TCF to cancel the tail up to 3 µs
and the BC 2 to remove the long undershoot and a secondary
spike after 25 µs due to the acceleration of the positive ions near
the grid wires. Figure 22 shows the impressive result obtained
for a high-multiplicity cosmic ray event, showing the pulses
before and after correction through the TCF and the BC 2.
Other specifications for the electronics are dynamic range
= 900 : 1; Crosstalk <1%; maximum read-out rate: 200 Hz for
Pb–Pb collisions with up to 700 Mbytes/event and 1 kHz for
p–p collisions. An occupancy of up to 50% near the inner TPC
radius should be handled.

2
= σ02 + σD2 z + σα2 (tgα − tgψ)2 + σβ2 tg2 β,
σprf

(3.1)

where α and β are the angles between the track and the normal
to the wires and the pad row, respectively, and ψ is the angle
describing the E × B effect in a magnetic field (see figure 23);
z is the drift distance.
Although in most TPCs straight pad rows follow the wire
orientation, we consider the general case, which includes
the circular pad rows of ALEPH and DELPHI. This has the
advantage to clearly separate different effects. The errors are
added quadratically, as they are assumed independent.
• The first contribution contains the width of the intrinsic
prf, in addition the error from noise and calibration.
• The second term describes the broadening due to diffusion.
• E × B effect. The third term has two origins. Due to
the track angle α, the avalanches are spread over a wire
segment d tgα, if d is the pitch of the anode wires. In
addition, there is a spread caused by E ×B: near the gating
and cathode grids and near the anode wire, the electrons do
not drift parallel to the magnetic field [73]. The deviations
are described by ψ such that d tgψ corresponds to the
actual smearing along the wire due to the sum of all three
deviations, see figure 24. It is this whole third term, which
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Resolution in rϕ. For the azimuthal coordinate resolution σrϕ
one expects qualitatively the same dependence on drift distance
and track angles as for the prf, although statistical effects have
to be considered. In fact, a corresponding parametrization has
been used by ALEPH [71].
2
σrϕ
= σ02 + σD2 z + σα2 (tgα − tgψ)2 cos2 α + σβ2 tg2 β. (3.4)

For stiff tracks, the angle β is close to zero, α varies from −30◦
to +30◦ . In a test setup, σ0  80 µm was measured, including
electronic noise, digitization and errors in the calibration.
ALEPH measured for the transverse diffusion term: σD =
√
√
35 µm z at B = 0 and 5 µm z at B = 1.5 T, with drift
length z in cm. This agrees with expectations for 3 cm long
pads, about 90 electrons per centimetre along the track and a
√
transverse diffusion √
for single electrons of 600 µm z. For
the α-term, σα = d/ 12Neff = (1.15 mm)2 /Neff is expected,
where d is the anode wire pitch and Neff is an effective number
of electrons statistically contributing, taking into account the
effects of clustering. The fact that for high momentum
tracks no significant dependence of σrϕ on α was observed
is explained with declustering by diffusion for the long drift
distances and thus increased Neff . This effect had been
observed earlier [20], see section 2.1.3. The angle dependence
of the β-term as measured with tracks from hadronic Z 0 decays
is shown in figure 24. It gives σβ = 2.3 mm and is the dominant
contribution above a few degrees. For isolated tracks from
leptonic Z 0 decays an overall resolution of σrϕ = 173 µm has
been obtained.
For the DELPHI TPC, the Lorentz angle is ψ = 34◦
[72(b)]. The resulting dependence of the resolution on αw = α
is presented in figure 25. The minimum at α = −34◦ is just
off-scale. The effect of β = αp is also shown, up to larger
angles than in figure 24.

Figure 23. Definition of the track angles and the Lorentz angle ψ
from E × B. (Reprinted with permission from [71(b)]. Copyright
1991, Elsevier.)

one tries to suppress using read-out techniques without
anode wires, see section 5. The effect could be reduced
somewhat in a standard TPC by a smaller pitch of the
anode wires and the wires of the cathode (which might
even be replaced by a mesh) and of the gating grid. But
there are limits set by electrostatic stability and mechanical
forces. A strong E × B effect was observed for the first
time in the TRIUMF TPC, because in the PEP4 TPC the
effect was largely suppressed by the high pressure and the
lower magnetic field during the early runs.
• The last term stems from the fact that several anode wires
are contributing to the pad signals, each one giving a
different centre of gravity. The smearing is proportional
to the pad length. The error due to this term for stiff tracks
is significantly reduced with circular pad rows.

Longitudinal spatial resolution. The longitudinal (axial)
position z of track points is calculated from a fit to a few time
buckets. With increasing dip angle, the distribution of the
arrival times of the electrons is stretched significantly. This
reduces the longitudinal resolution, as can be seen from the
measurements by ALEPH [71], figure 24.

The pad width w is usually chosen such that for the
smallest prf width = σ0 , two to three pads will have signals
well above noise, which corresponds to a ratio w/g of about
1–2. In this case, the signal/noise ratio is near optimum [120]
and it turns out that the prf is well approximated by a Gaussian
with a σ close to the gap value g:
Pi (x) = C exp(−(x − xi )2 /2σ 2 ),

3.3.2. Particle identification—dE/dx The principal idea of
the TPC is the combination of tracking and PID in a single
detector. As described in section 2.1.2, gas ionization by a
particle depends only on its velocity and the square of the
charge and not on its mass. PID can, therefore, be achieved
by simultaneously determining the particle momentum and its
velocity from the ionization. In the present context, when using
the term dE/dx, because this is commonly done, we always
mean the localized ionization deposited near the track.
To understand the possibilities and problems of the
dE/dx measurement, we look at the results from the PEP4
TPC [15, p 298], figure 26. For particle separation, precise
knowledge of two parts is required: the general dependence
of dE/dx on the velocity and the ionization deposit along a
specific track. The ionization loss drops as 1/β 2 for low β, goes
through a minimum for βγ = 3–4, then rises logarithmically
in βγ (‘relativistic-rise’ region) until it reaches a plateau. PID

(3.2)

where x is the position of an avalanche and xi and Pi are the
centre and pulseheight of the ith pad, respectively [121, 122].
From three-pad clusters P1 , P2 and P3 , the prf width is
deduced:
(w/σ )2 = ln(P22 /P1 P3 ).
(3.3)
Measurements of clean high momentum tracks as a
function of drift length and track angles αw and αp permit
separation of the various terms and confirm the functional
dependence. The Lorentz angle was measured as ψ = 32◦
in ALEPH with 1.5 T.
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Figure 24. Spatial resolution measured with the ALEPH TPC: rϕ-resolution as a function of pad crossing angle in rϕ and z-resolution as a
function of dip angle λ. (Reprinted with permission from [71(b)]. Copyright 1991, Elsevier.)

Figure 25. Spatial resolution measured in the DELPHI TPC, as a function of wire and pad crossing crossing angles, αw and αp . (Reprinted
with permission from [72(b)]. Copyright 1992, Elsevier.)

is easy in the 1/β 2 part but difficult in the relativistic-rise
region. The dE/dx curve and in particular the slope of the
relativistic-rise region and the plateau depend mainly on the gas
and its pressure but also on the method used to measure the
ionization. This function has to be determined from fitting the
dE/dx measurements for well-identified particles in different
βγ regions, such as Bhabha electrons, cosmic muons and
minimum ionizing pions.
To measure the ionization loss of a particular track with
reasonable precision, many samples have to be taken on the
track. This problem was first considered in [74]. A detailed
study based on the photoabsorption ionization (PAI) model
[75] concluded that the ionization resolution was continuously
improving with increasing number of samples for a given
track length. This conclusion was obtained from a likelihood
treatment of the samples for different masses. Although this
method is considered to be the most precise in principle,
most groups have used the simpler so-called ‘truncated mean’
method. Figure 27 shows on the left typical distributions [76],

also called straggling functions, of the ionization loss in a
sample of 7.5 mm in the ALICE gas: Ne/CO2 /N2 (90/10/5).
The mean and the variance are ill-defined. A more reasonable
description is given by the most probable ionization Imp and
the FWHM. The procedure most widely used is the calculation
of a truncated mean, which we denote as I , as the mean of the
lowest p% of the pulse heights. The cut reduces the effect of
fluctuations due to the long tail. Values of p = 40–80 have
been used. The spread of I , σ (I ), is not very sensitive to p in
this range. Figure 27 shows on the right the distributions for
p = 65%, well described by a Gaussian.
Excellent agreement between experiment and theory is
achieved, both for the straggling functions and the truncated
means, but only after inclusion of diffusion (causing some
correlation between adjacent samples) and amplification
fluctuations [65]. Their effect on the straggling function is seen
in figure 28. When treating different sample lengths x, because
of different pad lengths or track angles, the naı̈ve assumption of
proportionality with x is incorrect, see figure 29, which shows
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where ν is the mean number of electrons per molecule. For
He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, A = 0.32, 0.50, 0.62, 0.65 and 0.70,
respectively. Values obtained from these theoretical relations
based on a likelihood treatment were intended as a guide only
to estimate best possible resolutions. Based on experimental
results, it has been argued that below a sample size of about
5 cm atm in argon the gain in resolution is negligible [79].
More recent studies, however, indicate that sampling down
to 0.5 cm atm still improves the accuracy [80].
Table 4 gives an overview of the PID performance of some
TPCs. Included are also the jet chamber of OPAL at LEP and
two big detectors, the EPI and ISIS2, which were dedicated to
dE/dx measurements with only restricted tracking capability.
The best measured values for σ (I ) are compared with the ideal
resolution obtained from the relations cited above, assuming
the maximum number Nmax of samples can be used. The last
row shows the calculated resolution for the case that only 70%
of Nmax samples are useful, which is closer to reality in most
cases. The measured values are very close to these theoretical
numbers. For PEP4 and EPI, the best values are obtained for
very clean tracks, where the assumption of Nmax contributing
samples is reasonable.

Figure 26. PID from ionization measurements (dE/dx) in the PEP4
TPC. (Reprinted with permission from [15]. Copyright 2008, The
Regents of the University of California.)

calculated straggling functions for different sample lengths x
in argon. As these distributions are normalized to x, the mean
loss  /x is the same, but the most probable loss changes.
This means that straggling functions cannot be scaled with
a single parameter (e.g. Imp ). It turns out, however, that a
2-parameter scaling is adequate [77].
The quality of PID is determined by the separation power
D with
(3.5)
D = (IA − IB )/[σ (IA ) + σ (IB )]/2,

4. Particularities of some TPCs
4.1. Global aspects
Many TPCs have been constructed. They may be grouped
crudely according to the type of experiments they were or are
part of.
(a) Electron/positron storage rings: PEP4, TOPAZ, ALEPH
and DELPHI.
These experiments demanded large TPCs but had to
handle only low rates of events with multiplicities of
2–30 charged tracks. Their designs are similar. PEP4
and TOPAZ were pressurized to maximize PID. ALEPH,
the largest of these four TPCs, with the longest drift
length (2.2 m) of all TPCs up to now and DELPHI put
emphasis on momentum resolution, pattern recognition
and reduced material in front of other components and
chose operation at 1 atm. The size of the DELPHI TPC had
to be reduced because of the addition of a RICH for more
powerful PID. Both ALEPH and DELPHI used circular
pad rows to improve spatial resolution. ALEPH chose
longer pads for better momentum resolution at the highest
energies, DELPHI preferred shorter pads for better twotrack separation of lower momentum particles.
A reconstructed event from the PEP4 TPC is shown in
figure 31.
(b) Heavy ions: fixed-target and collider experiments.
Medium-sized and large TPCs have been used in a number
of fixed-target experiments: EOS/HISS at the BEVALEC,
the BNL 810 TPC at Brookhaven and NA35, NA36 and
NA49 at CERN. A very large TPC is operating for STAR
at Brookhaven and an even larger one, ALICE, is ready for
data taking at the LHC at CERN. All these TPCs have to
handle high particle multiplicities up to several thousand
per event in STAR and even more in ALICE. They use(d)

i.e. the separation of particle types A and B expressed in number of standard deviations. For the PEP4 TPC, the best K- π
separation obtained was about 3σ (Iπ ) with σ (Iπ )/Iπ = 3.0%
for minimum ionizing pions [64]. Figure 30 shows for a
number of gas mixtures the measured separation power at
15 GeV/c, obtained from the lowest 40% pulse heights from
64 samples of 4 cm length [78]. The relativistic rise at 1 atm is
highest for noble gases, around 1.6–1.7 with respect to the minimum dE/dx. The low-Z molecular gases show better resolution σ (I ) but have a lower relativistic rise. There is no ‘magic
gas’ with outstanding PID properties in all respects, although
there are significant differences. For the choice of gas in a particular experiment, other characteristics such as diffusion, drift
velocity and radiation length will enter, in addition to PID.
For rough estimates of the relative truncated mean
resolution σ (I )/I as a function of pressure p, sample size d
and number N of samples in mixtures of Ar with 10–20% CH4
the following relation has been derived from the PAI model for
pure argon [75]:
σ (I )/I = 0.41(pd)−0.32 N −0.46 = 0.41(pL)−0.32 N −0.14 ,
(3.6)
where L is the total length over which I is measured. To allow
comparison of different gases, an extension was proposed:
σ (I )/I = 0.345(Apd)−0.32 N −0.46 ,
with A = 6.83νpD/(β 2 I ),

(3.7)
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Figure 27. Simulated and measured straggling functions (left) and truncated means (right) for protons [76].

Figure 29. Simulated straggling functions of protons for segments
of different lengths x, normalized to x. (Reprinted with permission
from [77]. Copyright 2006, Elsevier.)

Figure 28. Effect of fluctuations due to amplification and diffusion
on the straggling function [76].

gives an indication of the PID in the relativistic-rise region
by ionization sampling.
STAR, 4.2 m long and 4 m in diameter, has operated in
Au on Au collisions with 200 GeV/nucleon at average
luminosities up to 8 × 1027 [83]. The unique pattern
recognition of the TPC in multi-track events with more
than 3000 tracks per central Au–Au event is visible
in the display of a collision, figure 34. STAR was
designed to separate pions from protons up to 1.2 GeV/c.
Figure 35 shows the energy loss distribution for primary
and secondary particles. On a statistical basis, PID has
been achieved even in the relativistic-rise region.

cathode planes subdivided into a large number of pads, or
densely spaced short sense wires (NA36, BNL810).
EOS was an early heavy ion experiment, using full pad
coverage. It had a spatial resolution of 300 µm and a twotrack separation of 2.5 cm. The powerful mass separation
by dE/dx is demonstrated in figure 32 [81].
NA 49 consisted of four large TPCs, two upstream inside
a magnetic field, two outside, providing a long lever arm
for momentum measurement. Simple thin field cages were
used, in the form of Al-coated Mylar strips stretched over
posts, separated from the gas container. The maximum
drift length was 1.1 m vertical, pads on the top. Figure 33
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of 250–350 µm in azimuth and 400–500 µm radially was
achieved.
MUNU TPC. The MUNU TPC [86], to study antineutrino–
electron scattering near the Bugey reactor, kept the same
structure as the Gotthard TPC (see below) but with a larger
fiducial volume of 103 L and was filled with CF4 at 3 atm.
The power of continuous pattern recognition is again used
to differentiate between electrons from Compton scattering,
pair production and ββ-decays. The TPC was contained in
an acrylic vessel with fieldshaping rings, and immersed in a
tank filled with liquid scintillator, viewed by photomultipliers.
Spatial resolution was improved by better electronics but
still limited by noise, as well as by granularity. Various
R&D activities are pursued in view of the construction of
a significantly larger TPC. One interesting result is that
Micromegas detectors with a 225 µm gap can achieve a gain
above 103 in Ar/CF4 (98/2) at 4 atm.
MuCap. The muon capture experiment at the PSI has used a
TPC 15 cm wide, 28 cm long and with a 12 cm drift height,
filled with hydrogen at 10 atm and room temperature and
operating at a gain of 60 [87]. The TPC allows offline definition
of a clear fiducial volume 15 mm away from any material. For
the next phase, a modified TPC has been commissioned to
operate in D2 at 30 K and 4 atm and will read pad signals with
a unit gain.

Figure 30. Separation power D from ionization sampling, obtained
at 15 GeV/c with 64 samples of 4 cm. (Reprinted with permission
from [78]. Copyright 1982, Elsevier.)

HARP. The HARP TPC [88], with 1.6 m drift length and
82 cm diameter and operated in Ar/CH4 (91/9), has been
used at CERN as a large-angle spectrometer, surrounding the
target, for precision measurements of hadron production by
protons and pions colliding with nuclei, making use of track
reconstruction and PID. Corrections have been elaborated,
which reduced serious track distortions due to inhomogeneities
of the electric and magnetic fields and to beam variations to
insignificant level and resulted in good physics performance.

Starting first operation at the LHC, ALICE is the largest
TPC constructed so far, with 5 m diameter and 2.5 m drift
length. To handle event multiplicities still higher than
those of STAR, some 560 000 pads are read out, making
use of highly integrated state-of-the-art electronics, see
section 3.2.7. Despite the high occupancy, PID is aimed
for with a resolution of about 5% [76].
(c) A group of TPCs with rather specific demands. A few of
them will be discussed below.

Liquid argon TPC.
• ICARUS. A very large DC filled with liquid argon has been
constructed and tested for the ICARUS project [89]. The
T600 module contains 600 ton of argon, is 18 m long and
has a maximum drift length of 1.5 m. The xy-information
is not obtained from pads but from three wire planes 3 mm
apart, with wires (150 µm ∅ at 3 mm pitch) running at 0◦ ,
+60◦ and −60◦ , by induction when electrons are passing
through the first two planes before they are collected
on the last plane. The reconstruction of 3D points is
based on the fact that the drift time coordinate is shared
amongst the three wire planes. The charge deposited
by the particle is about 1.5 fC mm−1 . As the chamber
works without amplification in the liquid, amplifiers with
very low noise are required. The purity level of the LAr
has to be extremely high, allowing only around 1 ppb of
oxygen to keep electron attachment low. Excellent pattern
recognition and energy resolution was achieved for cosmic
ray events. An example [90] is shown in figure 36.
• ArgoNeuT. The Argon Neutrino Teststand (ArgoNeuT) is
installed at Fermilab in the NuMI neutrino beam upstream

4.2. Special aspects
TRIUMF. The experiment was designed specifically to
search for the rare decay µZ → e− Z at the level of 10−12 [84].
PID was required over a large solid angle surrounding the target
with good cosmic ray rejection, momentum resolution of about
1% and tolerance to high rates (106 stopping muons/s). The
novel TPC idea was picked up and with a simplified design and
operation at 1 atm, the experiment could start around the same
time as PEP4. The chamber had only 144 anode wires, each
sitting in a rectangular cathode with a 6 mm slot and above a
pad row with 6 × 19 mm2 pads. The maximum drift length
was 34 cm in 0.9 T.
CERES/NA45. CERES [85] is a DC with a radial, variable
drift field, 2 m long and 2.6 m in diameter. It is located inside a
very inhomogeneous magnetic field formed by two separated
short coils. Calibration with laser beams is essential. It has
about 15 000 pads of staggered chevron type. A resolution
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Table 4. Best measured resolution values as compared with simulations [75], which assume Nmax or 0.7 Nmax as number of samples.
Experiment
Param.

PEP4

ALEPH

DELPHI

STAR

OPAL

EPI

ISIS2

Nmax
D (cm)

183
0.4

340
0.4

192
0.4

120
1.3

128
6

320
1.6

p (atm)
L (cm)

8.5
73

1
136

1
78

45
13 × 11.5
32 × 19.5
1
77

4
160

1
768

1
512

Best σ (I) meas.
Ideal resol., Nmax
N = 0.7 Nmax

2.7
2.5

4.4
3.8
4.4

5.7
4.9
5.8

7.4
6
7.1

3.1
2.7
3.1

2.55
2.5

3.1
2.5
2.9

Figure 31. A reconstructed event in the PEP4 TPC; rϕ and rz views.

of MINOS [91]. Its purpose is to study interactions of
low energy neutrinos (0.1–10 GeV) in a LAr TPC and
gain valuable technical experience with construction and
operation in view of building a similar detector on a much
larger scale. Dimensions of the sensitive volume are
47 × 40 × 90 cm3 . The read-out structure is similar to
that of ICARUS but with 4 mm wire pitch and wire plane
separation. The TPC started operation in 2009.
• MicrobooNe.
MicrobooNe [92], an experiment at
Fermilab, is to build and operate a LAr TPC with
about 100 ton. The experiment will measure low energy
neutrino cross-sections and investigate the low energy
excess events observed previously, profiting from its good
electron–gamma separation. The detector is considered as
a necessary next step towards the construction of a kilo–
ton range detector.
• ArDM. The goal is the operation of a bi-phase LAr
detector of about 1 ton for dark matter search, ‘with
independent ionization and scintillation read-out, to
demonstrate the feasibility of a noble gas ton-scale
experiment with the required performance to efficiently
detect and sufficiently discriminate backgrounds for a
successful WIMP detection’ [93(a)]. The read-out is
based on the Large Electron Multiplier (LEM)-TPC idea.
Electrons drifting in the liquid argon are extracted at the
liquid–vapour boundary into the vapour volume by the
field of a double-grid, with one grid inside the liquid and
the other in the vapour. From there they are attracted to and

Figure 32. Mass separation by dE/dx in EOS [81].

amplified in two LEMs and captured by an anode above.
Signals are read from crossed strips on the anode and
upper side of the second LEM. A LEM has a Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM)-like structure (see section 5.2.2) but
with larger dimensions: 500 µm holes on a 800 µm pitch
in a 1.6 mm thick FR4 board. This design is supposed to
facilitate large area construction.
A small prototype (10 cm2 surface and 10 cm drift in the
liquid) has been constructed to test the technique [93(b)].
With cosmic muons, an effective gain of 10 has been
achieved. This gain is considered sufficient to compensate
the attenuation of charge collection for up to 10 m drift
in LAr. On the other hand, gains >100 are required to
reach a low enough energy threshold for direct dark matter
searches.
Another challenge for ArDM is to obtain an electron/recoil
rejection factor >109 (required because of the contamination of natural Ar with the isotope 39 Ar, a beta-emitter with
Q = 565 keV) by measuring very precisely the ratio of
scintillation to ionization yields. Various light detection
systems are being studied.
• GLACIER. The Giant Liquid Argon Charge Imaging
ExpeRiment (GLACIER) is a large underground
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Figure 33. PID by dE/dx in the relativistic-rise region from NA49. (Reprinted with permission from [82]. Copyright 2008, IEEE.)

observatory for proton decay search, neutrino astrophysics
and CP-violation studies in the lepton sector [94]. The
concept should be scalable up to a total mass of 100 kton.
The proposed cylindrical cryostat is based on industrial
liquefied natural gas technology. Electrons have to be
drifted over 20 m, requiring special care for achieving and
maintaining high purity in the LAr and for the drift voltage
of the order of a megavolt. The read-out is based on
the novel LEM technique (see above). Compared with
the ‘standard’ wire read-out, this technique is considered
easier to scale to large size. In GLACIER there is also the
possibility to detect Cherenkov light and ‘conceiving to
have a high Tc superconducting solenoid in LAr’.
The project is supposed to proceed in steps, the first one
being ArDM. The next step considered is a 10 ton device,
to test and optimize the read-out methods and assess the
calorimetric performance. Beyond these developments, ‘a
1 kton scale device is considered the appropriate choice for
a full engineering prototype of a 100 kton detector.’

Figure 34. A reconstructed central Au–Au collision in STAR
[83(b)].

Xe TPCs. The 136 Xe isotope is a good source for studying
neutrinoless double beta decay. The energy released is Q =
2.458 MeV, higher than most of the radioactive decays from
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Recently, an effort [96] has started to reach unprecedented
energy resolution by not only measuring the ionization and
scintillation light but by reducing the fluctuations from the
amplification of the ionization signal, which destroy the benefit
of the small Fano factor in Ar. Some amplification is required,
as the fluctuation of the total charge from an absorption of
2,46 MeV is 120 electrons rms and electronic noise would
dominate without gas amplification. The idea is to accelerate
the electrons to an energy sufficient to excite optical states but
not to ionize. The fluctuations from the electroluminescence
should be small, as there is no avalanche process involved:
photons do not excite additional emissions. A test setup is
being assembled at LBNL to demonstrate electroluminescent
internal gain in a high pressure gas. Photomultipliers record
primary scintillation and provide a start for the drift time,
SiPMs perform tracking.
A liquid Xe TPC, EXO-200, is presently being
commissioned at WIPP [97]. It uses 200 kg of enriched liquid
Xe and detects both scintillation and ionization. It is meant as a
prototype for a ton-scale detector. Exo-200 is a cylinder, 35 cm
long and 40 cm in diameter. It has a central cathode and both
ends are equipped with induction and charge collection crossed
wire grids followed by large avalanche photodiodes (1.6 cm
active diameter). The simultaneous read-out of scintillation
and ionizations improves the energy resolution.
A LXe TPC has also been proposed for a small PET system
(inner diameter 14 cm, outer 38 cm, length 8 cm), making use
of the high light yield and short decay time (98% in 2.2 ns) in
Xe and the good spatial and energy resolution of a TPC [98].
A small test chamber gave a combined energy resolution of
3.9% rms from light measured with APDs and from ionization
of 511 keV electrons. First tests of a sector prototype (2π /12)
started in 2008. Two sidewalls carry APDs and the read-out is
from anode wires and cathode strips.

Figure 35. PID in very high-multiplicity events in STAR.
(Reprinted with permission from [83(a)]. Copyright 2003, Elsevier.)

Figure 36. Pattern recognition in the liquid argon TPC of ICARUS.
(Reprinted with permission from [90(b)]. Copyright 2003, Elsevier.)

the U and Th chains. Nevertheless, excellent background
suppression for energies near Q is necessary to identify or
exclude the neutrinoless events. The clear definition of the
fiducial volume combined with continuous tracking and good
energy resolution of a TPC are crucial for this. Both gaseous
and liquid fillings have been proposed. Gas offers in principle
better energy resolution, electron tracking with identification
of Bragg peak(s) and angular correlation and possibly easier
identification of the final state (136 Ba+ ). But the detector is less
compact and scaling up is more difficult (pressure vessel).
The Gotthard TPC [86] was filled with 180 L of Xe gas
at 5 atm (5 kg), enriched to 68% in 136 Xe with 5% CH4 as
quencher and used in the Gotthard tunnel. The read-out was
at the top with a standard grid and anode/potential wire plane.
The cathode plane had perpendicular x and y strips with 4 mm
pitch. The anode signal was used to measure the total charge.
A double beta decay candidate would show a single continuous
track within the fiducial volume with enhanced energy
deposition at both ends. In addition, an energy window around
2.46 MeV is defined with an energy resolution of 2.7% rms
for the neutrinoless decay. No excess above background was
found, which set a lower limit of the half-life of 4.4×1032 years.
NEXT [95] is another proposal for a TPC using 100 kg of
enriched gaseous Xe at 10 bar, in a cylinder about 2 m long
and 1 m in diameter. A first stage with 10 kg of natural Xe,
Next-10, is foreseen to be built during the next 2–3 years.

4.2.1. Radial TPCs.
STAR Forward TPCs. Two cylindrical forward TPCs have
been added to the STAR experiment to increase the coverage
at small angles to the beam [99]. A radial drift field
(perpendicular to the solenoid field) was chosen to improve
2-track separation close to the beampipe to 1–2 mm. Each
1.2 m long TPC is split into five planar slices with an inner
tube on HV (R = 7 cm) and an outer wall at ground potential
(R = 30 cm) and containing the read-out chambers. The
chambers follow the curvature and cover 2π /6. They contain
two rings of pad rows with pads 1.9 mm in ϕ and 20 mm along
the beam. The anode wires are at 1.5 mm from the pads and
cross these at 17.4◦ to avoid a steplike structure of the response
around ϕ. An Ar/CO2 (50/50) mixture was chosen for low
diffusion and small Lorentz angle. Because of the slow drift, a
pulse shaping time of 350 ns was retained and 5 MHz sampling.
BONUS. A small TPC (12 cm diameter, 20 cm length) has
recently been operated at Jefferson Lab in studies of neutron
structure from electron–neutron interactions [100]. It allows
identification and measurement of spectator protons. The
radial field was preferred for better acceptance of lowmomentum protons. It is the first experiment using a curved
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Triple-GEMs for gas amplification. A He/DME (4/10) mixture
was chosen to minimize energy loss by the protons and to
provide stable operation with sufficient gain.
4.2.2. Spherical TPC. The idea of a spherical TPC is
being investigated around various applications demanding
detection of low energy neutrinos. The NOSTOS project [101],
for the observation of neutrino oscillations, foresees a TPC
with an inner sphere of 1 m diameter and an outer sphere
of 20 m diameter. The inner sphere should contain some
20 kg of tritium and be covered with Micromegas detectors
(see section 5.2.1). The inter-sphere drift volume is to be
filled with Xe at 10 atm. The spherical geometry has the
advantage of minimizing the detector surface, being a source
for background, for a given volume. A prototype spherical DC
only sampling radial information (i.e. not providing 3D points)
is being tested. The outer vessel has 1.3 m diameter. In the
centre is mounted a 1 cm diameter sphere acting as single readout channel. With Ar/CO2 (90/10) and Ar/Isobutane (98/2) a
gas amplification above 104 has been achieved.
This structure has recently been used with an inner sphere
of 1.6 cm diameter as a proportional counter. It has shown
good energy resolution [101(b)] and has been used to measure
thermal neutrons with a 3 He filling [101(c)]. A rise time cut
permitted good background rejection.

Figure 37. Principle of the parallel plate avalanche chamber.
(Reprinted with permission from [102]. Copyright 1983, Elsevier.)

Figure 38. Principle of the pad TPC. The drift volume lies beyond
the mesh. (Reprinted with permission from [103]. Copyright 1983,
Elsevier.)

TPCs, two proposals were made simultaneously for a use in
the proportional mode.
The first proposal [102], called parallel plate avalanche
chamber (PPAC), grew out of the development of multigap avalanche chambers and is sketched in figure 37. One
coordinate is read out in the HV3 plane from 100 µm wires
with a 500 µm pitch, the other one from orthogonal wires or
pads in the HV4 plane. Tests were done with wires read-out,
with and without additional amplification between HV3 and
HV4. HV2 is a wire mesh.
The other proposal, called pad TPC [103], grew out of
the idea to avoid amplifying wires altogether and to have
a natural geometry for implementing circular pad rows, see
figure 38. The pads are the anode, the HV being applied to
the mesh cathode, which terminates the drift volume. Circular
pad rows had at that time not yet been implemented in the
standard TPCs with amplifying anode wires. It was thought
that complicated corrections would be required due to the
variable angle between wire and pad row directions. This
finally turned out not to be a problem and circular pad rows
were introduced by ALEPH and DELPHI. In the proposal for
a pad TPC, resistive charge division had also been suggested,
with discrete components or with a resistive layer, to increase
the read-out pitch (lowering the channel count and cost) but
keeping the good spatial resolution [104].
Despite the fact that none of the proposals was followed
up because MWPCs were considered more advanced and thus
a safer choice, it is useful to look at the advantages claimed,
because these re-appear in the new options presently under
study.
Gains up to 105 were achieved with Ar/CH4 mixtures and
amplification gaps of 3 and 4 mm. A gain G of 3×104 requires
an amplification field EA = 13.75 kV cm−1 with a 4 mm gap
in Ar/CH4 (80/10). As G = eαd , where α is the first Townsend
coefficient and d is the gap width, one deduces α = 25.8 cm−1 .

5. Gas amplification without anode wires
To date, gaseous TPCs of almost all experiments had MWPCs
as read-out chambers, one exception is the T2K experiment,
which started taking data with TPCs using Micromegas readout. Out of a number of read-out techniques avoiding
anode wires, which have been proposed for TPCs, we shall
discuss three options: parallel plate chamber (two versions),
Micromegas and GEM structures. The first one is a relatively
old idea, the latter two have raised interest mainly in connection
with TPC projects for a future 0.5–3 TeV LC. The goal
is improved spatial resolution by suppressing the E × B
contribution and finer granularity for two-track separation.
The present design specifications for a TPC at the LC are:
Number of points/track
Point resolution, rms
Double-track separation
Momentum resolution (TPC)
dE/dx resolution, rms
Minimum material

up to 200–250
100–140 µm (rϕ);
∼1 mm (z)
2–3 mm (rϕ); ∼1 cm (z)
σ/pt2 ∼ 2 × 10−4 GeV−1
4–5%
4% X0 centrally, 15% X0
forward

Thus, the demands for the LC go beyond the performance of
existing designs with respect to spatial resolution, two-track
separation and material thickness.
5.1. Parallel plate chamber
Parallel plate chamber technology has since long found many
applications, in the discharge mode as fast counters and
spark chambers and in a ‘sub-discharge’ mode in streamer
chambers. During the final development phase for the LEP

• Positive ion feedback. As the ion feedback ratio into the
drift volume depends on the ratio of the drift field divided
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Figure 39. A schematic cut through the Micromegas. (Reprinted with permission from [112]. Copyright 2004, Elsevier.)

by the amplification field it is around 1% in the parallel
plate amplification scheme compared with 10–20% in the
standard MWPC.
• Two-track separation. The avalanche has a width of only
1 mm FWHM, as measured in the PPAC. A two-track
separation in rϕ down to 2 mm should in principle be
achievable. This is much better than with the standard
TPC. A read-out with closely spaced, thin pads, however,
would be required to make use of this potential, possibly
with resistive charge division.
The two-track separation in the drift direction can in
principle also be of the order of 2 mm with fast pulse
shaping. The fast electron movement induces about one
tenth of the total charge in 10 ns, as most of the charge is
produced at a distance of about (1/α) cm. The ions move so
slowly that they contribute very little: with integration over
100 ns the total induced charge would be increased only
by 10% to 12.5% from the contribution of CH4 -ion drift.
Using the electron signal means of course an effective
gain of Geff = eαd /αd only, i.e. in our example about one
tenth of the gas amplification. Pads in a standard TPC with
field wires see an effective gain of <20% of the avalanche
charge at 1 atm and less at higher pressure.
• Space point resolution. Due to the large suppression of
the E × B effect in the PPAC (with narrow pitch of the
anode wires) and almost complete suppression in the pad
TPC, a significant improvement on the spatial resolution
in rϕ is expected and the suppression of the asymmetry
between positive and negative curvature.

resolutions of 70–90 µm and 9 ns and operated in particle
fluxes up to 25 MHz mm−2 .
To obtain sufficient amplification in the thin gap, a very
high electric field of 30–80 kV cm−1 is required. As a
consequence of the high amplification-field/drift-field ratio,
the electrons enter through a very narrow funnel. Electron
diffusion increases in the high field and causes the avalanche
to spread beyond the original funnel to a width of about 35 µm
FWHM. This in turn is reducing the positive ion feedback to
about 0.2%, as ions produced outside the original funnel will be
trapped by the grid. No change of ion feedback was observed
for B = (0 − 2) T.
The signal formation in a Micromegas is very fast, also the
component due to the positive ions, as these reach the mesh in
less than 50–100 ns. As a result, even with fast signal shaping
most of the total avalanche charge N0 eαd is seen and not only
the electron component N0 eαd /αd.
For pad widths (1–2) mm, the avalanche is too narrow
and the ‘pad response width’ has to be broadened to enable
charge interpolation. This broadening has been achieved by
laminating to the anode a Mylar film coated with a high
surface resistivity material (e.g. CERMET–Al–Si alloy with
1 M/square). With pads of 2 × 6 mm and a gap of 50 µm,
a resolution of 50 µm was measured with gas gains of 2300
and 4700, not depending on drift length for up to 15 cm
drift in 5 T. A gas mixture of Ar/CF4 /isobutane (95/3/2), the
so-called T2K gas, was chosen for its high electron drift
velocity (7.3 cm µs−1 ) at E = 200 V cm−1 and for the high
ωτ at 5 T, reducing the single-electron transverse diffusion to
190 µm/1 m drift [106]. From the measured resolution it was
estimated that some 27 electrons (= Neff ) were statistically
relevant for the centroid determination. This is close to the
most probable ionization for 6 mm long pads.
Also the Micromegas has some E × B effect in the
holes of the grid but this is insignificant because of the small
dimensions.
Various systems are being studied, in which the printed
circuit board anode with pads is replaced by Si-pixel devices
(‘Digital TPC’), with and without enlarged metallic pixels,
with a separate Micromegas mesh or an integrated grid and
with resistive protection layers of a-Si : H or Si3 N4 [107]. The
digital pixel read-out does not require signal broadening.

5.2. Micromegas
A schematic view of the Micromegas (MICRO-MEsh
GASeous structure) [105] and the electric field lines is shown in
figure 39. The electrons from the track ionization pass through
a fine mesh into the amplification gap and are multiplied in the
high field, inducing signals on the anode plane segmented into
read-out pads. The ‘micromesh’ is woven from 16 µm wires,
leaving holes of about (50 µm2 ). In contrast to the pad TPC,
the Micromegas has a gap of only (50–100) µm. Small pillars
support the mesh every 2.5 mm to guarantee adequate flatness.
Chambers have been in use in some experiments, e.g.
in Compass, where 12 chambers (40 × 40) cm2 obtained
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Figure 40. Principle of the GEM structure. (Reprinted with permission from [112]. Copyright 2004, Elsevier.)

A system of 20 triple-GEMs with an active area of (31 ×
31) cm2 was operated in COMPASS [113], in a high intensity
muon beam. A spatial resolution of 70 µm was achieved at
rates up to 2.5 MHz cm−2 . With 50 ns pulse shaping and an
effective gain of 8000, the efficiency was 99%. The much
shorter peaking time of 10 ns applied in LHCb [114] led to
a lower efficiency of 96% for two triple-GEMs in OR. The
gain was 6000 in Ar/CO2 /CF4 (45/15/40).
Several experiments have observed charge build-up on the
insulator inside the holes, which changes with particle flux and
causes gain changes, reproduced by simulation [115].
For the TPC development, various read-out schemes are
being studied, similar to those with Micromegas: standard
printed circuit boards with pads, as well as Si pixels.
High resolution (40 µm for short drift) and granularity
was demonstrated with a combination of a triple-GEM and
Medipix/Timepix read-out with (55 × 55) µm2 pixels [116].
Ion feedback is intrinsically low in a triple-GEM and
further reduced in a magnetic field, to 0.25% at B = 5 T with
alternating low and high drift/transfer fields [117(a)]. Similar
values are achieved with equal transfer fields but very low drift
field (<100 V cm−1 atm−1 ) in the TPC [117(b)].
The LC-TPC collaboration has constructed a TPC
prototype, 60 cm long and 70 cm in diameter, to study many
aspects of a TPC for the LC, including various Micromegas
and GEM read-out structures [118]. Some of the developments
mentioned are certainly very encouraging but most are still far
from use on a large scale.

The first large experiment using Micromegas as read-out
chamber for a TPC is T 2K [108]. It employs what is called
‘bulk-Micromegas’, in which the whole structure combining
the multilayer read-out plane, the mesh and the pillars produced
by photolithographic etching procedures as a unit, in form of
(40 × 40) cm2 plates [109]. The gap is 128 µm and the 0.3 mm
pillars have a pitch of 2.5 mm, providing about 93% active
surface. The pads are about (7 × 10) mm2 , read out via blind
holes and screened lines on the back. A gain variation of 2.2%
was achieved after corrections for capacitance. Operating in
0.2 T, the TPCs are to provide a 10% momentum resolution at
1 GeV/c and separation of electrons from muons by dE/dx.
MIMAC [110] is a multi-chamber detector for dark matter
search. It is planned to do tracking and measure ionization with
a matrix of TPCs filled with 3 He and CF4 (gases with sensitivity
to spin-dependent interactions), with Micromegas as detector
with high granularity read-out. As a first step, a small prototype
has provided the first measurement of He ionization in He down
to recoil energies of 1 keV, important for the use of He in dark
matter search. In a second step, 3D reconstruction of tracks of
5 MeV α-particles has been achieved in He/isobutane (95/5) at
800 mbar. For this measurement the anode had x and y strips at
a 200 µm pitch. The tests are being extended to recoil energies
below 6 keV, the range of interest in dark matter search.
5.3. Gas electron multiplier
The GEM [111] is produced by chemically etching holes
at high density into a thin metal-coated polymer foil. Gas
amplification is achieved inside the holes by applying a voltage
on the metal layers. Figure 40 shows the layout of the holes,
electric field lines and a ‘triple-GEM’ structure with an anode
plane for read-out [112]. Typical parameters are foil thickness
= 50 µm, hole pitch = 140 µm, inner hole diameter = 70 µm,
voltage = around 400 V.
Three GEMs are usually put in series, to obtain sufficient
gain with acceptable discharge probability. From the last GEM
foil, the electrons drift through the induction gap to the anode
segmented into pads or strips. For homogeneity reasons, the
minimum gap width is about 1 mm. The induced pulse has
an intrinsic spread of about 350 µm rms. The signal contains
basically only a fast electron component, as there are no ions
produced in the last induction gap except very near the holes
of the last GEM foil.

6. Conclusions
Designed some 30 years ago to provide complete event
information at low event rates around 1 Hz and with particle
multiplicities around 20 particles per event, TPCs have
developed into unique devices to study heavy ion collisions
with extreme multiplicities of up to several thousand particles
per event and registering some hundred events per second.
There is no competitor in this field delivering similar event
details on a large scale. Besides this, TPCs have found
applications in other fields, in particular for the detection of
rare reactions/decays. As may be judged from the ongoing
projects, it is unlikely that interest will be fading in the near
future, because of the unique capability of the TPC to provide
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practically continuous 3D spatial and ionization information
of high granularity.
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